


For the Station tunnel, benefits and potential for segregation of cyclists & pedestrians should be assessed and any possibility for widening the 
tunnel (even in just a few places) should be investigated. Any width or speed restrictions should retain accessibility for adapted bicycles/tricycles 
and bike with trailers. 
The only alternative, from a cyclists perspective, would be to significantly reduce the width of the Caversham road to enable segregated cycle 
tracks - this would have the additional benefit of providing a much-needed safe cycling route from Caversham/N Reading to the employment areas 
to the south of Reading (Green Park etc) and the football stadium. This alternative would only work with a wider reduction of general road traffic 
and is unlikely to be popular with the driving and road-transport communities. 

S 12.  Support There is no other safe way across town. The nearby roundabout is an absolute death trap for cyclists, I personally know someone who was hit by a 
car there. As well as this vital link being restored the roundabout should also be completely redesigned. It needs a cycle lane, traffic lights, & a 
pedestrian crossing on the Tesco road. 

S 13.  Support Reading cycle network is poor. Allowing cycling in the station subway creates a cycle route from north Reading into town. It’s wide enough, and 
easy to create a cycle path. 

S 14.  Support There's room for both cyclists and pedestrians. Other cycling routes under the railway (Caversham or Vastern Roads) are just awful for cyclists. 

S 15.  Support At present, there is no safe route for cyclists (especially children, or those with limited ability to walk their bicycles when dismounted) to cycle 
from Caversham to the centre of Reading. This omission is all the more stark given that the most obvious terminus of the cycling route over the 
shared pedestrian/cycle bridge over the river is at the station. 
This is an obviously good idea. 

S 16.  Support Support but many cyclists already disregard the cycling ban and there have been a few occasions where they travel through the underpass really 
quickly which has caused some near misses when walking with my young children. I think there should be a small lane sectioned off for cyclists that 
pedestrians could avoid. 

S 17.  Support A shared use approach would greatly improve access to the town centre for cyclists 

S 18.  Support Everyone cycles through there anyway. Make a cycle path and then it's clear. 

S 19.  Support Cycling in Reading is very restrictive and dangerous - this would help make it a tiny bit safer 

S 20.  Support I think I line down the middle would help reduce the chance of issues 

S 21.  Support The station bridge is a key safe cycle route to connect Caversham and North Reading to the centre. The entrances/exits on either side should have 
Dutch-style high quality fully segregated cycle lanes. 

S 22.  Support I'm a cyclist and I support this proposal.  
Can you impose a speed limit - or at least signs requesting cyclists to be considerate to pedestrians and fellow cyclists.  
Am I right in thinking that this tunnel used to be the subway beneath the railway that led up to the various platforms? I remember being fascinated 
by the metal outline of the tracks dipping down. Could this classic industrial feature be reinstated so that all the casing and low grade ceiling tiles 
can be removed permanently? 

S 23.  Support I support removing the cycling ban 

S 24.  Support Provides a safer alternative to the help of the IDR for getting into the town centre from the north of Reading. Alternatively you could provide 
segregated paths on the IDR itself. 

S 25.  Support There is no other safe alternative route for slow cyclists who are not confident on main roads. 

S 26.  Support Frankly, prohibiting cycling through the underpass is just illogical, not enforceable, and causes more complaints and grumbles than allowing it.  I 
understand that societal respect for each other is fairly low at the moment and that some cyclists will be stupid, but equally so will some 
pedestrians.  At the end of the day we all have a reponsibility to protect ourselves and each other and, sadly, some people will be stupid 
irrespective of the rules.  Maybe some friendly signange to remind people to be respectful of each other while travelling through the underpass 
would help? 



S 27.  Support This is the main arterial route for pedestrians and cyclists. It's frequently used by cyclists already, and I support their desire to use this route, and 
thereby reduce car usage. I also support upgrades to this tunnel, particularly to improve the ceiling. 

S 28.  Support Most obvious thing to do. Will provide an easy and safe access to cyclists to and back from the town. In addition cyclists disembarking on the south 
side of the station can move to the north side quickly 

S 29.  Support there is enough room for everyone, pedestrians could walk on one side cyclist ride on the other. the main problem is a line painting on the floor 
won't stop going where you please instead where you should 

S 30.  Support The tunnel is in a state and people cycle through there anyway, at least if it was allowed pedestrians would expect it and be safer as a result. 

S 31.  Support People already use it to cycle down anyway. Just half it and have one side cycles only and one side pedestrian only. It's huge anyway. 

S 32.  Support Cyclist do always cycle through the subway despite the ban. 
However, need a proper lane, lighting and reduce down unsocial behaviour (teenager hang around with skate board etc) 

S 33.  Support People cycle through there already. Something to slow them down or separate from pedestrians would be the optimal solution. 

S 34.  Support Its a safe way to reach other side of town. I don't think we have lot of traffic from cyclists so this will not affect pedestrians. Electric cycles and 
scooters must definitely have spped limits 

S 35.  Support People cycle anyway and making it allowed makes perfect sense 

S 36.  Support The ban on bikes is widely ignored. It would be better to cater for bikes properly than to continue exposing pedestrians to the sometimes 
thoughtless cyclists who insist on travelling at speed through the underpass. 

S 37.  Support I am a regular cyclist, and I use this route to cycle between the river and the town. I am strongly in favour of this proposal. 

S 38.  Support The railway line intersects Reading and there are limited crossing points in the town centre. The 2 road underpasses are really busy with vehicular 
traffic and, in my opinion, not suitable or safe for cycling. This leaves the pedestrian underpass as the best option for cyclists. Having to get off my 
bike and walk though doesn’t put me off using it but allowing cycling will be a positive signal from the council that it supports cycling 
infrastructure. I would also like to see some thought / integration about what you are supposed to do once you leave the south side of the tunnel to 
get to the high street. 

S 39.  Support The subway provides an extremely useful link for cycling between the town centre and Caversham.  The roadways in Caversham Road and Vastern 
Road under the railway bridge are a hostile environment for cyclists, and I assume that cycling on the footways is also illegal.  The subway is large 
enough and wide enough for cyclists to pass pedestrians safely, and despite using it frequently, I have never seen any sign of danger to either.  
There has never been any good reason for the prohibition, and I fully support the proposal to remove it. 

S 40.  Support I have always ignored this ban. I cycle slowly and only overtake if completely safe for the pedestrians. 

S 41.  Support This will encourage more people to cycle and reduce carbon emission. 

S 42.  Support No safe road for cyclists around the station. 

S 43.  Support Every effort to make things more friendly towards cycling is a good thing.  There's always going to be a few "bad apples", but generally speaking 
cyclists are considerate to others. 

S 44.  Support People already cycle in the underpass, but many walking there won’t be expecting it. By making clear that it’s a shared use route, people walking 
will know to expect people cycling, which will make it safer for them. 
Cycling needs to be made easier and this is an ideal link. Well done for proposing this lifting of the cycle ban. 

S 45.  Support Until there is a decent alternative we need a way to get to the other side of the Trainline that does not involve navigating horrible traffic. 

S 46.  Support Cyclists already use it so what’s the point of doing this? Fix the ceiling please! 

S 47.  Support I use this route as a pedestrian, and would also use it as a cyclist. It would provide a safer cycling route into town than the current alternatives. 
The current state of the roof is dangerous, with a design that seems insufficiently robust and requires more maintenance than is available. I have 
had near misses with panels swinging down in-front of me, and also hanging down below head height narrow side on, which can be hard to see. The 
replacement design should be more robust. 



S 48.  Support The cycle path should be clearly separate from that of the pedestrians. 

S 49.  Support Very silly ban 

S 50.  Support There currently is no safe an convenient way to cross the train tracks on a bicycle.. the tunnel is the ideal way to do so. 
Just ensure there is a separate cycle and walking lane to avoid conflicts between pedestrians and cyclists. 

S 51.  Support There is no reason not to prohibit cycling through the subway. Responsible cycling will be no risk and irresponsible cyclist would ride through 
anyway. 

S 52.  Support It will provide a safer way for cyclists going from one side of the station to the other and so improve Reading's facilities for people who cycle. - very 
much needed. 
I can't see any reason not to allow it to be used, most cyclists are considerate and law abiding and those that are not will use it anyway 

S 53.  Support Every time I use it I see cyclists riding through as well as scooters, e scooters, teens on skateboards etc so there is no point in a ban if it’s not 
policed! 

S 54.  Support I think Reading Council actually need to live up to their announced "Climate Emergency"  .. i havent seen anything except pandering to motorists .. 
Is there any chance we could have a central bus station next to the rail station  too ? 

S 55.  Support Should have done this in the first place! 

S 56.  Support Cycling is key to active travel in towns and cities around the world.  The tunnel is more than adequate to support use for pedestrians, people on 
bikes as well as people on mobility scooters and other forms of mobility support.  The option of using a car to travel within Reading should be 
actively discouraged.  This is certainly a step in the right direction.  But there are many more steps to take before Reading has a suitable and 
sustainable active travel agenda. 

S 57.  Support I broadly support the proposal because cycling infrastructure in the town centre is horrible and there is currently no good way to go north/south on 
a bike (or on buses for that matter!!)  
However: I would hope provisions are made for the safety of pedestrians because cyclists are currently using the underpass, regardless of the ban, 
and they do so without regard for the people around them. Separate lanes might do.  
The underpass is also used by teenagers who hang about and do tricks on skateboards - currently it is not so bad because it is easy enough to walk 
around them, however if cyclists enter the mix, there is the real potential for a collision. 

S 58.  Support It would be good to have a 'road free' cycle route from Caversham into Reading town centre. Also to have it clearly signposted and to make any 
junctions easier to navigate by bicycle. 
This proposal is a good way to address part of this. 

S 59.  Support There are many cycle paths in the town narrower than this underpass. Prohibiting cycling has made North-South transit very difficult as a result. I 
wholeheartedly support opening up the underpass to cycling. 

S 60.  Support This subway is an important safe route for cycling between Central Reading, the Riverside and Caversham. 

S 61.  Support The existing ban punishes responsible cyclists by making them walk their bike or use the roads, which are very heavily used. 
Revoking the ban will allow them to stay on the bikes and take up less space when travelling through the tunnel. 

S 62.  Support Will enable easier access from other parts of Reading to get to Christchurch Bridge and Caversham ideally the Christchurch bridge should be 
extended to cross the IDR and come down to the entrance of the  subway 

S 63.  Support The subway is a very useful link for both pedestrians and cyclists. The subway is wide enough to accommodate both modes of transport, and in my 
opinion most users, pedestrians and cyclists alike, are very considerate of others. Access to the subway for cycles would increase mobility for 
people when choosing this mode of transport, further contributing to Reading's active travel and sustainability goals. 

S 64.  Support The ban on cycling was always  ridiculous decision and needs to be revoked to provide a safe cycling route North/South of the station 

S 65.  Support Anything to improve cycling in and around Reading (and beyond) is positive, what is really needed are separate cycle lanes, not shared with 
pedestrians, as that can create friction between the two user groups. 

S 66.  Support Some bumps to prevent "speeding" 



S 67.  Support It will save people time 

S 68.  Support This will be a much needed safe cycle link to pass under the railway line north to south in the town centre. Really welcome it. I would prefer two 
separate lanes for pedestrians and cyclists but shared space could also work. 

S 69.  Support There is currently no safe cycle route to Caversham 

S 70.  Support The current prohibition is entirely ineffective; I have never seen anyone push their bike through the subway. 

S 71.  Support Cycling needs to support and encouraged through Reading, not just in this area. I also don't believe allowing cycling in this underpass will endanger 
other users. 

S 72.  Support There's plenty of room for cyclists and pedestrians. Plus people cycle through it already and it causes minimal issues. 

S 73.  Support There is adequate space for cycling and walking through the underpass. Its a key route to access Caversham from the Town Centre and vice versa. 

S 74.  Support It's already a nonsense anyway, people regularly cycle through there all the time. There's more than enough space for a shared cycle/pedestrian 
thoroughfare, certainly significantly more than other supposedly cycle friendly routes such as the path from Vastern Road to Christchurch bridge. 
Alternative cycle routes for getting north/south past the rail tracks are very poor quality, the cycle infrastructure on Caversham Road is 
abysmal/non existent, the Vastern Road crossing requires crossing 2 roads, navigating an underpass that is too small for cycles to navigate and then 
either wait at the pedestrian lights, then navigate a busy roundabout and a dangerous section of road filled with buses or take the footpath 
towards the station. Which may or may not be a cycle path, the signage is entirely unclear, I suspect it is not. 
The cycle infrastructure around the station appears to be designed to confuse and infuriate cyclists in equal measures. This is one of the more 
egregious examples of the infrastructure being set up in a way that gives a clear message that we shouldn't be cycling in Reading. 

S 75.  Support I support this 

S 76.  Support we should be doing everything to promote active travel and safe routes for cycles is a no brainer, there are many other tunnels where this works 
without issues 

S 77.  Support People cycle through there so often anyway so it really doesn't matter if there's a ban or not as it doesn't matter either way. 

S 78.  Support Essential for cycling access. 

S 79.  Support Totally makes sense. Support active travel! 

S 80.  Support It will create a much better cycle link between north and south Reading, from the cycle bridge to the town centre. It must happen. 

S 81.  Support This is the only safe route to the town centre from north of the railway line. Neither the Vastern Road or Caversham Road routes under the railway 
line are safe for cycling. The subway is also the most direct route from Christchurch bridge making it a critical part of a primary walking and cycle 
route within the town. 

S 82.  Support Many cyclists already ride through the subway so improving the subway to accommodate this would benefit cyclists and pedestrians.The present 
ceiling and lighting make it a rather unpleasant environment. 

S 83.  Support Plenty of room for both cyclists and pedestrians 

S 84.  Support It will save cyclists journey times and encourage more cycling. Good and clear separation of cyclists from pedestrians is probably the best solution, 
because it is a long straight route, which some cyclists may use as a race track. The prime objective must be that pedestrians of all ages and 
abilities feel safe using the tunnel. 

S 85.  Support People already use it for cycling. Adding a lane and making it official will make it much safer. 

S 86.  Support I support the proposal, HOWEVER, some thought needs to be given to how to control the speed of the cyclists through the tunnel.  People do 
currently pedal cycle and electric scooter through the tunnel and  a lot of them go way to fast and weave in and out of pedestrians which is 
dangerous and can be intimidating, especially to the elderly and more infirm.    I use the tunnel almost every day and am pleased it is being given a 
spruce  up. 



S 87.  Support It's crazy that the restriction was ever in place. I'm looking forward to the tunnel being fixed/repaired/upgraded and hopefully legal to cycle 
through. I was an initial user when it opened 10 years ago and it is disappointing to see the current poor state it have fallen into. 

S 88.  Support Removing the prohibition would actually make it feel a safer space because pedestrians would know to watch out, cyclists can be reminded of 
shared space etiquette, and it will avoid the current resentment from pedestrians that is occasioned by the large number of cyclists who ignore the 
current ban. 

S 89.  Support I have always thought that not providing a safe north south cycle route through the station was a serious omission. 

S 90.  Support The subway can work well as a shared path, a cyclist riding a bike is more in control than pushing and takes up less width, and more able to go 
round walkers . Pushing a bike a cyclist is more likely to hit a walker espcially with the peddle on the far side of the cycle 

S 91.  Support This will provide a much needed connection through to Reading from Caversham. The link could do with better signage and, particularly on the 
Caversham side, better integration with the wider footpath and cycle network.  
Hopefully the changes to support this revocation will also improve the inside of the underpass, which is currently missing ceiling panels and has 
graffiti in some locations. 

S 92.  Support This path is the natural route into town from the pedestrian/cycle bridge over the Thames for cyclists. Hence why so many use it. Even if the rules 
do not change a large number of cyclists will still use it. 
The signage should be clear to say that during busy times cyclists should ride at a walking pace through the tunnel. 

S 93.  Support Please open the path to cyclists 

S 94.  Support Any and all improvements to the towns disjointed cycle infrastructure are a welcome change. The main roads on either side of the station are very 
busy routes and with the roundabouts are a major barrier for cyclists travelling across the trainline with many curently opting instead to use the 
footpaths alongside the road under the bridges which are far too narrow, opening up the wider underpass to allow cycling is a much safer and 
improved option for all. 

S 95.  Support Should have been done on day 1. This is a pointless exercise. 

S 96.  Support Allowing cycling through the subway will help promote the use of this greener form of transport and make the cycling route from Caversham over 
the Christchurch Meadows bridge quicker and more feasible? 

S 97.  Support This would provide a useful link across the station complex for bikes. 

S 98.  Support People already do ride through. 

S 99.  Support Encouraging cycling to the station should be a priority and those who use a combination of train and cycle need to be able to get from one side to 
the other without having to deal with the lifts and passengers. This improved, well lit passage sounds ideal for the purpose. 

S 100.  Support The subway is such an important link between the town centre and Christchurch meadows via the bridge. The unreasonable request to unmount 
increases travel time by bike tremendously, thus hindering the declared goal of promoting active travel. Moreover, people with mobility 
restrictions who may still be able to cycle using specially adapted bikes are currently not able to use this connection, which affects inclusivity. 
Finally, on a personal note as someone travelling by cargo bike, which is often loaded with two kids in the box: pushing the fully-loaded bike can be 
challenging when walking, and cycling through here is much easier. 

S 101.  Support I regularly cycle into town from Caversham at least twice a week, coming across the Christchurch Bridge, across the pedestrian crossing on Vastern 
Rd and then through the underpass, returning via the same route.   
I choose this route as it is much safer than negotiating the Vastern Rd roundabout, a known blackspot for cyclist injury accidents.  
The current 'no cycling' law in the underpass is restrictive, slowing my journey  especially as at most times bikes can ride under there without any 
danger to pedestrians. The current ban on cycling is widely flouted, never policed, so effectively pointless. So, I broadly support the proposal, with 
my 'cyclist' hat on. 
However, whilst most cyclists are considerate towards pedestrians, I have witnessed a small number of cyclists going far too fast through there, 
resulting in near miss incidents.  
Whenever I ride through there I a) always do it at a very moderate speed and b) always defer to pedestrians as having the right of way.  If only 



everyone could do that, I think the mix of users could get along fine.  
I think it would be best to have a clearly marked cycle lane and a pedestrian lane, hopefully most people will observe these. That said, the cycle 
lane on Caversham Bridge is widely ignored, but you can only do so much. 

S 102.  Support We are in a climate emergency. Anything to boost the usage of bicycle is a no brainer. (I don’t even understand why we need a consultation for 
this.) 
Thank you ! 

S 103.  Support Keen to see better lighting and cameras. Feel very unsafe in this subway 

S 104.  Support I cycle across town to get to the Thames path and this is a handy route, but annoying to have to dismount for the tunnel. 

S 105.  Support It was never inforced and cyclists  do what they want anyhow 

S 106.  Support Anything that allows the safe passage of any people away from the congested road network is a good thing, the worry of bikes hitting people is 
minimal and the risk of a person being injured by cars taking other routes much greater. 

S 107.  Support It will be really great to be able to cycle through this underpass. 

S 108.  Support Given the lack of suitable cycling infrastructure within the vicinity of the rail station and the dangerous road layout nearby it is impossible to 
ignore the benefits that cycling through the underpass would provide.  It would be important to ensure there is adequate signage and demarkation 
of the underpass is provided to keep pedestrians and cyclists separate to prevent the risk of collision.  This demarkation cannot be barriers or 
bollards that in itself would pose a collision risk in an artificially lit area. 

S 109.  Support There needs to be a simple route for cyclists. The other types routes through the turn centre involve taking very busy roads that put a lot of people 
off cycling.  
 
Ideally there should be a half for cycling and a half for pedestrians and this should be clearly signed and demarcated to reduce risk of conflict. The 
cycle route going into the subway should be bidirectional and clearly marked that way as well. 

S 110.  Support I use the subway on a daily basis, I cycle to work. I have to dismantle every time. It doesn't necessarily bother me. However, to be honest, some 
days if I am late or if there is no one, I stay on my bike. If I do, I cycle very slowly. Many times I see other cyclists zooming past, close to 
pedestrians and it is infuriating as it gives all cyclists a bad name. 
If there was a cycling path, it will restaurant peace in the community. 

S 111.  Support cyclists have always ignored the ban on cycling through the subway so there is no point in having a ban, the same applys to smoking in the subway, 
people ignore the  "NO SMOKING " sign because it is too small and only at one end of the subway. 

S 112.  Support This is much needed and well overdue. Cycling infrastructure around the town is unnecessarily fragmented and this puts people off and creates 
conflict. Removing this prohibition would enable better provision on a key cross town route. 

S 113.  Support The underpass provides a safe crossing of the railway line for cyclists. The pathway is wide enough for pedestrians and mounted cyclists to share, 
indeed it is wider than many shared pathways in Reading.  
I regularly walk through the underpass, and quite often with my cycle, as it is the safest route from my home north of the Thames to the town 
centre and Farmers Market. I would like to be able to ride through the underpass because I believe it is safe to do so.  
In my experience, cyclists and pedestrians follow the injunction to “share with care”. 

S 114.  Support Excellent progress. Although conflict between pedestrians may be raised as an issue, Christchurch bridge, a similar width, shows this is not a major 
concern. Even the very tight space for the route through Norman Place shows that cycles and pedestrians can mix on this route fine. 

S 115.  Support I support this as I frequently cycle in this area and believe it should be more cycle friendly as well as pedestrian 

S 116.  Support I am whole-heartedly in support of allowing cyclists to ride through the subway.  
Cyclists and pedestrians already share paths in Christchurch meadows and the new bridge, with care and courtesy.  
Cycling through the subway will provide a safe and traffic-free route from north of the river to the town centre shops.  
There have already been far too many serious accidents for cyclists trying to negotiate the busy Reading Bridge/Vastern Road roundabout. 



It will enable safe active travel for hundreds of cyclists, keeping cars off the road, easing congestion and relieving some of the pressure on town 
centre parking spaces. 
Coupled with the new cycle hub which will provide safe cycle parking, it has the potential to transform the town centre while improving the health 
of Reading inhabitants. 

S 117.  Support There is plenty of space for bikes as well as pedestrians and making it easier for cyclists will encourage more sustainable travel. 

S 118.  Support I support the proposal to revoke prohibition of cycling under the station tunnel, as cyclists would safely be able to travel there. 

S 119.  Support Reading really needs more connected cycle lanes and there is no reason to not have a cycle lane through here. 

S 120.  Support Support if suitable segregation lane is in place to provide pedestrian and cyclist safety 

S 121.  Support Strongly support this proposal as it removes the final barrier to cycling from Caversham and further north to Reading town center. 
Regardless of the outcome of this - I thing it is very necessary to ensure that the (newly raised) ceiling of the tunnel is strong and secure enough so 
that it is not possible to be easily knocked down as it can currently be. 

S 122.  Support We should be doing everything we can to encourage cycling. The alternative is a dangerous roundabout and a dark underpass…totally not suitable. 
Plus with the number of flats going up around town, without car parking, we should be trying to increase cycling access. 

S 123.  Support Cyclists already cycle through, so a safer environment woild be good 

S 124.  Support The inability to cycle through the underpass creates risk to everyone.  Right now, some cyclists ride through anyway, causing risk to themselves and 
pedestrians given the lack of safe separation.  At the same time, other cyclists have to take long and convoluted alternative routes (along roads) in 
order to cross under the railway line, increasing road usage and danger to cyclists. 

S 125.  Support If cyclists can be provided 2 narrow one way strips at the edge I think there will be enough room in the centre for pedestrians so long as there is 
enforcement against cycling in the pedestrian section. 

S 126.  Support Will be a very useful and much safer  north south link for cyclists 

S 127.  Support it's very noisy there, because they skateboard, a lot of garbage, I feel threatened 

S 128.  Support The subway would provide a vital north/south link to the town centre. Currently the only routes across the railway are two busy roads. The 
Christchurch pedestrian and cycle bridge over the Thames was funded largely as a safer alternative to the two road bridges, yet without a 
segregated route into town from the north this is of no use. 
The subway has plenty of space for considerate cycling alongside pedestrians. In my opinion concerns over inconsiderate use are moot as these 
people are already using the subway 

S 129.  Support Encouraging people to develop sustainable practice, including cycling, has to be a prime focus for everyone. 

S 130.  Support I commend the council’s work to promote cycling in Reading.  Much more needs to be done to reduce the dependency on private cars.  Feasible 
alternatives are critical, as otherwise people will not agree 

S 131.  Support It’s common sense 

S 132.  Support We need more cycling lines in Reading to reduce car traffic 

S 133.  Support People cycle anyway, so marking a cycle lane will avoid problems with pedestrians 

S 134.  Support Loads of cyclists use it anyway, nobody stops them 

S 135.  Support You don't enforce the ban anyway so it's pointless 
Cycling around Reading is crap enough as it is with constant mounting and dismounting, unconnected cycle tracks and dangerous junctions 
Just give us this, please 

S 136.  Support I am both a cyclist and a pedestrian, and I would support the removal of the restriction. I often observe people cycling through the underpass as it 
currently is (I travel through it regularly for work) and have not observed any issues. 



S 137.  Support If the cycle and pedestrian lanes are well marked it would make the subway safer for pedestrians because at present cyclists ride through anyway. 
As there is no cycle lane it is particularly dangerous for pedestrians. 
Cyclists understandably do not wish to dismount and wheel their bikes through this area. 

S 138.  Support Useful link for cyclists 
No inconvenience to pedestrians 

S 139.  Support The path is wide enough for ciclers and walkers alike. 

S 140.  Support At the moment there is no safe way to cycle from outside the IDR to inside, so this will be a welcome improvement 

S 141.  Support Allowing cyclists to use the subway under Reading station will make it much safer for any cyclists traveling between Caversham and the town 
centre. I think there does need to be clear signage that pedestrians have priority to ensure that cyclists do not pose a threat to pedestrians but 
ultimately I think removing the ban will result in fewer cars on the road and fewer potential cycle accidents elsewhere on the roads. 

S 142.  Support The alternative cycle routes are under the two bridges at each end of the station. These are extremely dangerous and do not connect with the 
Christchurch Bridge foot and cycle bridge and route north. Further, Christchurch Bridge is an excellent example of how pedestrians and cyclists can 
co-exist on a narrow band of path - just like the station underpass. 

S 143.  Support There is ample space to have segregated pedestrian and cycle routes through the subway, and would benefit active transport in general. 

S 144.  Support I am a cyclist. I think lifting the ban would be helpful as there are currently very few safe routes for cyclists. I either have to cycle on the 
pavement or the main dual carriageway to get into town from Caversham. 

S 145.  Support I support this provided there is segregation between cyclists and pedestrians. Electric bikes and scooters in particular are almost silent and when 
they come up fast behind you  it can be really dangerous esp if you have a dog on a lead. I also hope there is a speed limit for the same reason. The 
whole area is not currently safe and is such a sorry introduction to our city for visiting guests to the area so something needs to be done. I just hope 
these changes are well thought through and maintained rather than being vandalised as soon as its finished like the new bridge. 

S 146.  Support Good idea. I cycle there anyway ! 

S 147.  Support The subway is perfect for cycling and would provide a much safer route into town. Some segregation would be helpful. 

S 148.  Support Would like to see more cycling to and from the town centre and less people driving. 

S 149.  Support I like concil allows me ride my bike or skate along Reading station subway. I pay taxi as all but I can not use it as I like due to low 

S 150.  Support Makes it easier and a lot safer for cyclists to get from caversham into town. 

S 151.  Support I regularly use this subway both as a pedestrian as well as a cyclist, although I always walk with my bike. There are  a number of other shared-use 
paths or subways at other locations across the Borough that seem to work well, so I can't see that allowing cyclists to ride through the subway 
would present a problem. 

S 152.  Support It is more convenient for cyclists to pass through the subway. 

S 153.  Support As a cyclist, any improvement to my journey is appreciated. Making it easier to travel to Caversham would mean I use the shops, restaurants and 
cafes that side of the river more. 

S 154.  Support Cyclists do use the subway and currently pedestrians feel unsafe because there are no controls. This needs to be official and planned so it is safe 
for everyone. 

S 155.  Support The height "restriction" on cycle routes also applies to all those where you should trim the overhanging foliage, which can be a risk to eye sight at 
this time of year. 

S 156.  Support Absolutely essential route for cycling in Reading. Shared access and use works perfectly well elsewhere e.g. the Millenium Bridge. Pedestrians 
should have priority and cyclists should take care and keep speeds sensible depending on the conditions. 

S 157.  Support I support that cyclist should be able to use the subway under the railway bridge, it is the safest and most effective way to get from Caversham to 
town with all the heavy traffic on the roads. 

S 158.  Support Most cyclists and most pedestrians are more than capable of sharing space sensibly, safely and amicably 



S 159.  Support Makes good sense to have a cycle link 

S 160.  Support Alternative routes to the Centre, from Caversham, are dangerous 

S 161.  Support Will encourage more people to cycle to station as current routes are less favorable due to no shared/suitable cycle space 

S 162.  Support Current cycle routes from Lower Caversham into Central Reading involve using the Thames Water Roundtable or the TGI Friday Roundabout. Both 
are busy, multi lane roundabouts, especially during rush hour. This makes it unsafe for cyclists using the roads and puts off less confident cyclists 
from cycling into town.  
A much safer route would be using the underpass therefore avoiding both roundabouts completely.  
RBC have climate change targets and providing safe cycle routes would encourage more people to cycle into the town centre. 

S 163.  Support There is an opportunity to split cyclists and walkers here and provide a safe means for cyclists to go under the railway tracks which currently is 
challenging for those coming down the hill from Greyfriars and wanting to get to Caversham. Allowing this passage would give easy access to 
Christchurch Bridge. 

S 164.  Support I didn’t know cyclists couldn’t ride through here anyway! I walk through here for work most days and without fail see somebody riding a bike 
through the underpass. It’s a joke to think they are prohibited at the moment so this makes no difference either way! The best thing is the removal 
of the roof panels that are constantly vandalised every weekend! 

S 165.  Support Safer routing to Caversham 

S 166.  Support Really needed, would also be ideal to create segregated bike lanes either side of the subway to fully link with existing cycle network 

S 167.  Support The sooner it is made acceptible for people to ride this section, the safer it will be for all. 
At the moment, riders are at the mercy of people deciding to get out of the way or not, because the bikes are not permitted to use the section, 
but do.  
In Amsterdam, bikes rule and people make space for riders. In the UK, we are just an incovenience and are treated with discontent and law 
breakers. 
The section is wide enough for pedestrians and bikes alike. 

S 168.  Support I'm new to the area and surprised how bad the connection is between emmer green and town.  Pavements are the only safe way on most roads for 
anyone nervous about cars or travelling with children.  This would be a welcome provision as it eliminates some of the scary alternative routes.  It 
seems like an easy win. I would like to see bollards or some kind of segregation to avoid conflict.  I assume this also helps escooters. 

S 169.  Support People are doing it anyway. Makes sense to make it safer for both cyclists and pedestrians using it. 

S 170.  Support Reading Council must encourage active travel of all forms. The tunnel is a key route in the town and opening it to cyclists will enable more people 
to consider and use bikes for short journeys around the town. 

S 171.  Support Allowing cycling through the underpass will speed up journies by cyclists and allow them to avoid the busy vastern road bridge junctions. 

S 172.  Support Removing the cycling ban is a necessary and important step to create a continous and safe cycle route between Reading Town centre and 
Caversham. 

S 173.  Support This would provide a safe route for cyclists between Caversham and the town centre.  
Improved ceiling height and lighting would also benefit all users 

S 174.  Support Cycling through the subway should be allowed 

S 175.  Support Great idea! 

S 176.  Support Removal of prohibition of cycling will encourage cycling between caversham and the town centre. Particularly as the roundabout outside Thames 
water under the railway bridge is so dangerous.  
I would welcome very clearly defined areas for pedestrians and cyclists to encourage respectful sharing of the route. 

S 177.  Support A lot of people cycle through now so it might as well be legal. 



S 178.  Support It is the only sensible north/south route for non-confident cyclists in Reading town centre. We need to make provision for cycling for people that 
are not keen to use the major roads. It also links up nicely with the new pedestrian and cycling bridge over the Thames to Caversham. 

S 179.  Support Love this idea. Both other routes between North-South are loud and inconvenient. The railway subway is perfect.  
People already use it to cycle through daily, so you may as well make it safe with the higher ceilings. I've used it several times a day forever and I 
don't think I've ever seen someone dismount and walk their bike through.  
It's clear people enjoy using it, and anything that encourages cycling is a win in my book. 
One thing I would say is that on the South side, some consideration should be given to how people navigate exiting the subway. Most cyclists I see 
exit straight down the ramp, and then have to do an awkward loop around the coffee van, and then pass straight over the crossing near the multi-
story car park. 
There are several issues here. The first is the loop around the coffee van is tedious and so I see a lot of cyclists just riding past the front of the van. 
There isn't great visibility, so I always worry they'll hit someone walking around from the other side.  
The second is that when crossing at the car park, there is a bus stop that blocks the view of cars coming out of the car park, and sometimes there 
are busses parked there restricting the view as well. 
I would suggest making the glass in the bus stop transparent, for better visibility, and to reduce the likelyhood of accidents between cars and 
cyclists. 

S 180.  Support Cycling should have been allowed in the first place, when the tunnel was built. 

S 181.  Support Important link in the town's cycle network and will help to link to the new Station Hill development. 

S 182.  Support The prohibition on cycling has always been ridiculous. There is enough room, both in terms of height and width, and it is routinely flouted anyway. 
Perhaps add in signage with a speed limit for bikes or pointing out that pedestrians have priority. 

S 183.  Support This is a great idea, as it's quite a long section for people to be walking along pushing their bikes and the alternatives if you don't want to have to 
walk is going along the paths alongside the much busier Caversham Rd or Vastern Rd 

S 184.  Support I support this proposal as it would provide significant benefit for the people of Reading wishing to travel by bicycle. I do not believe it would cause 
any hazard to pedestrians using the subway. It would show a real commitment from the council to providing meaningful and relevant cycle routes 
across the town (and not paying lip-service by painting some ill-thought-through 'bike lanes' around the town). 

S 185.  Support Cycling through the underpass is important to join both sides up 

S 186.  Support There's no other save alternative route to crossing under the railway. And, I'm sure the vast majority of responsible cyclists will use this access 
sensibly and will respect other users. 

S 187.  Support This provides a safe cycling link from the cycling bridge over the thames to the town centre. 

S 188.  Support needs to be ok to continue the cycle journey into town 

S 189.  Support None required. 

S 190.  Support This would be a great improvement in North South connectivity in Reading. 

S 191.  Support I am a cyclist and newish to the area. I find the road system around Reading confusing in a car let alone on a bike. I find the roads terrible to cycle 
on and increasingly dangerous. A well lit underpass would alleviate some of these issues 

S 192.  Support I support the proposal as it will be an important step in connecting Caversham and Reading better by bike. 

S 193.  Support Just let bikes use it - it is totally irrelevant how high the ceiling is, most of it is missing anyway. 

S 194.  Support Would ease commuting by bike from town to Caversham and vice versa 

S 195.  Support Given the urgent need to respond to the climate crisis, clean air crisis and public health crisis - all councils should be taking necessary measures to 
encourage the public to engage with active travel measures and demonstrate their support for getting people out of their private cars. Revoking 
the prohibition on cycling in the tunnel would go some way to both practically supporting active travel and on a wider level, signalling the council's 
support for active travel.Cyclists pose a minimal risk to pedestrians and are typically highly respectful of their status as moving on two wheels. 



Providing any element of segregated lane (particularly with a physical barrier / kerb) would go even further to minimise any risk of cycle and 
pedestrian intermingling. 

S 196.  Support Active travel is essential to reduce environmental impact. Cyclists and pedestrians are capable of sharing smaller areas elsewhere, therefore there 
seems no reason to prohibit cyclists from this subway. 

S 197.  Support I cycle through the underpass already, slowly and carefully. If it’s too busy then I get off and push my bike, but that’s rare. It’s the obvious and 
safest route for cyclists from Caversham to Reading. I respect pedestrians, as I do on the shared pavements that lead to the underpass from the 
Caversham side. It just doesn’t make sense for cyclists to have to walk through. I would recommend a painted line trying to either segregate the 
directions (with bikes and pedestrians mixed but going in the same direction) or to segregate cyclists from pedestrians. Whatever the outcome, I 
intend to continue cycling through when I judge it’s safe to do so 

S 198.  Support I fully support the provision of a traffic free route for cyclists to cross the railway that is convenient for the town centre. 

S 199.  Support Reading has a great cycling potential, however currently the cycling routes are somewhat disjointed. Removing the bad would help some of that. 
Especially, if the cycling route could be physically divided from the walking lane, so that conflicts between pedestrians and cyclists are less likely. 

S 200.  Support It's very difficult to travel between town and Caversham by bike.  Ideally there would be a dedicated cycle route (traffic free) as the underpass is 
narrow and cycling could cause issues with pedestrians but if improvements could be made, it is vital to support sustainable travel in this way. 

S 201.  Support I already, and will continue to, cycle through the station underpass. The only danger is where the panels have been ripped down overnight and the 
netting inside is hanging down.  
I’ll provide an experience I’ve had more than once. I hope this will illustrate that the restrictions are not required: there have been a few self-
righteous late-middle age men who, whilst pushing their own bike, shout ‘you can’t cycle through here’. When you stop and say ‘And why can’t I 
cycle through here?’ They respond with ‘there’s a sign’. It’s either their fear of confrontation or genuine confusion that means they normally walk 
off when challenged with ‘…and why is there a sign?’. 

S 202.  Support It's a real shame that we have pedestrians and cyclists competing for very limited crossings of the rail line but ultimately I support this because we 
need somewhere safe for cyclists to cross into town without exposing vulnerable road users to the dangerous Vastern Road roundabout. I have 
concerns about the subway's viability as a long-term solution without significant upgrades. 
To precipitate a modal shift from cars to active travel that helps to counter the climate, health and cost of living crises that we face will require 
the creation of viable active travel networks and routes and not simply individual infrastructure. Even with opening the pedestrian subway to cycles 
the route created is flawed in many places; the north approach to Caversham bridge often floods, the south approach to the bridge has a tight 
blind turn with limited space on a shared path and both approaches to the station have busy shared spaces with taxis, busses and private 
cars.Whilst we should approve the revoking of the prohibition it should be considered only a temporary measure and the ultimate goal should be a 
viable route from Caversham right into the centre of Reading, joining up with networks that connect all areas of our borough. 

S 203.  Support There’s plenty of room to accommodate cyclists through the underpass, no reason to prohibit cyclists.  Alternative road routes are too long and 
hazardous due to aggressive/inconsiderate drivers 

S 204.  Support Not once have I seen a cyclist actually stop and walk a bike through the tunnel, which shows the demand for the tunnel to be pro-cycling and the 
clear need for a connection between the two parts of the station. 
We should be trying everything we can to promote cycling, lanes, fewer restrictions and more safer parking, and this is a very sensible change to 
the rules which the cyclists are clearly wanting, needing and would support. 
Yes - this is a very sensible suggestion for change. 

S 205.  Support Everyone cycles through there already so changes are needed to ensure that this is safe 

S 206.  Support Reading has a major traffic issue.  All barriers to safe cycling, even just the annoying ones, should be removed or mitigated.  There would then be 
a safe off road route to the town centre from Caversham I am strongly in favour of allowing cycling. 

S 207.  Support As a cyclist, currently the only routes crossing the railway tracks either side of the train station are on trafficked two-lane carriageways (one being 
Caversham Rd, the other Vastern Rd), which both lead to busy roundabouts and are not well suited for cycling due to the fast-flowing traffic of cars 
and heavier vehicles. 



Allowing cyclist to legally and considerately use the Reading Station underpass would open up a safer and convenient path between the town 
centre and the cycling-friendly Thames Path, or Caversham via Reading Bridge. 

S 208.  Support Reading has a big cycling community compromised in the good use of authorized cycling paths, this tunnel will ease the transportation of locals 
who move in bikes 

S 209.  Support It's the only safe way to cycle to town from the North without going via Caversham Rd or Vastern way. 

S 210.  Support There is currently no safe cycle route for children north to south through the town centre and this proposal would provide such a route. 

S 211.  Support Great idea. It’s silly not to be able to cycle because it’s clearly wide enough to do so. 

S 212.  Support Great idea. 

S 213.  Support It offers a much safer environment for my commute 

S 214.  Support This is a great idea. Cycling access should have been provided when this station extension was first opened. The railway is a barrier to people 
wanting to cycle into or out of the town centre from the north side of Reading - in particular inexperienced riders or families.  
Once you've come through Christchurch Meadow and the lovely Christchurch Bridge, no cyclist wants to get off and walk their bike through the 
subway. It defeats the object of cycling - which is as a quick alternative to a car journey.  
The only other alternative on this East side of the station is to tackle a traffic heavy Reading Bridge and navigate the multi-lane roundabout at the 
bottom - over which motorists tend to speed, and then carry on under the railway bridge and turn right around the Forbury Rd roundabout.  Again 
there's too many speeding motorists in this multi-lane bit of road (not to mention buses which at least are driven more considerately, but are a 
squeeze in our narrow lanes). 

S 215.  Support Encouraging cycling in the town as a sustainable source of transport should be encouraged. Opening the subway to cyclists would make cycling 
safely through the town appealing to a wider audience. We really welcome these sorts of proposals. 

S 216.  Support This is a vital link between Caversham and the town centre. Restricting cycle access forces a long round trip to the IDR. 

S 217.  Support People are cycling there anyway and I don't see any problem with it. The problem is rude people (e.g. baby-gangs) but that happens everywhere. 

S 218.  Support Makes sense to enable as many people as possible to use the subway. 

S 219.  Support Essential to lift the cycle ban as there is no other alternative cycle route from Caversham to town center (except for the large roundabouts).  
Essential for linking cycle routes north and south of reading 

S 220.  Support We need to encourage cycling as much as possible. 

S 221.  Support I’m discouraged from using my bike around town with the ban as this is a key route through the town centre towards Caversham to avoid the 
dangerous roundabouts at Reading bridge and leading to Caversham bridge. I also frequently see people ignoring the ban anyway. 

S 222.  Support It’s ridiculous that it has taken so long to revoke a prohibition that is unenforceable and widely ignored. Why have these restrictions in the first 
place if they’re not going to be enforced? 

S 223.  Support Many cyclists already use the tunnel safely and it is wide enough for both walkers and cyclist to pass through together.  There are limited safe ways 
for a cyclist to ride from Caversham side to south Reading without using busy main roads. Would link in well with the footbridge across the Thames 
for cyclists. 

S 224.  Support A much needed improvement. I look forward to the day when Cyclists Dismount signs are a thing of the past. They make as much sense (in the 
majority of cases) as asking motorists to get out and push their cars ... now there's an idea. 

S 225.  Support Cycle links across the town from caversham aren't currently very good. I think this would encourage more people to cycle. 

S 226.  Support There is no safe alternative for small children to cycle to the other side of rail tracks. There is enough width to give safe space to both cyclists and 
pedestrians. 

S 227.  Support Seems like a perfectly reasonable thing to do, the path is wide enough for pedestrians and cyclists to pass safely 



S 228.  Support There’s no other traffic route north / south without walking or tackling busy roundabouts. This connection makes complete sense with the car free 
crossing of the river 

S 229.  Support This is a valuable cycle route helping people cycle from Caversham into the town centre and south from there 

S 230.  Support Plenty of room to ride safely along side pedestrians 

S 231.  Support Vital route for cycling 

S 232.  Support You're going to get people using this that don't care about pedestrian areas or not so better to make dedicated lame or at least normalise bicycles 
using this as it should be safer that way. 
Good to get people out of congested traffic and make alternative travel easier too. 

S 233.  Support Legitimise cycling that already happens in the tunnel. Will be safer as signage for all users will be improved 

S 234.  Support Cyclists need this link as much as pedestrians do. Once the height is greater, there will be no reason to exclude them. 

S 235.  Support Cyclists need this link as much as pedestrians do. Once the height is greater, there will be no reason to exclude them. 

S 236.  Support Cyclists ignore the ban anyway so just legalise it and make it safe with a dedicated lane 

S 237.  Support There are two options continue as we are currently out spend money to reduce vandalism, improve lighting/security and increase height making it 
possible for cyclist to safely ride.This also encourages walking, cycling and being active so is a positive. I'm in favour. 

S 238.  Support To finally have a safe way of navigating around the railway line would be great. The only other options are 2 or 3 lane busy roads which are 
extremely dangerous for cyclists. 

S 239.  Support Reading Borough Council should be doing everything they can to promote cycling in and around Reading Town Centre. Removing the cycling ban 
through the station subway is anther small step in making cycling as easy as possible in Reading. 

S 240.  Support There is currently no other safe cycle route under the railway towards the town centre from Caversham 

S 241.  Support It makes sense and is no more dangerous a place for pedestrians than a regular footpath 

S 242.  Support A dedicated ‘lane’ for cyclists and a dedicated ‘lane’ for pedestrians would be a welcome addition. 

S 243.  Support Please make the subway vandal proof with no loose fittings, as well as well lit and aesthetically modern. 

S 244.  Support Overall I would support the proposal, as the subway is wide it should be possible to put some separation in for a cycle lane.  If that be raised curb 
on cones? An example to consider is also the tunnel at Ascot racecourse, a separated way by fencing. 
 As a responsible cyclist I would also support the enforcement of rules by use of CCTV etc, 

S 245.  Support This would make transport greener in Reading 

S 246.  Support This is a much needed safe routes for people on bikes to get from one side of the town to another. The other alternatives involve scarily busy roads 
that as a confident adult cyclist I’m wary of using, 

S 247.  Support Cyclists never dismount and walk through the tunnel, and the ban is NEVER enforced anyway. 
The Reading Chronicle article is incorrect stating the cycling ban was put in place because the ceiling's too low for cyclists. What rubbish. 
The missing ceiling tiles is an utter disgrace. Whilst walking through it, the missing ceiling tiles make it look and feel tatty and dirty. It doesn't give 
a good (first) impression of Reading to visitors. 
Who ever came up with the idea of the ceiling tiles instead of solid sheets is stupid; anything clearly loose and not properly secured is always going 
to be a target for vandalism in Reading. 

S 248.  Support It is good to pass through 

S 249.  Support Already used regularly by cyclists. 
Will give confidence to people accessing town from Caversham to choose green transport. This includes disability groups 
New developments will increase amount of cyclists. 



S 250.  Support The tunnel provides safe access to town centre for people living north of the train lines, as other options are not suitable for family cycling, 
especially for vulnerable people like young people and older residents. 
It saves journey time as other cycle path options are convoluted.  
Shared cycling and walking is working very well on Christchurch Meadows bridge.  

S 251.  Support I support this but think there should be a marked cycle lane within the subway, to separate bikes from pedestrians. 

S 252.  Support It would be a great improvement to the cycle routes in Reading, but ideally there should be improved lighting in the underpass as well to ensure 
safety of both pedestrians and cyclists. 

S 253.  Support I both walk and cycle.  As long as cyclists give way shared use works fine.  Cctv can pick up those who don't and action should follow.  Bells should 
be compulsory on bikes. 

S 254.  Support cyclists ride through away 

S 255.  Support great idea - please fix the ceiling tiles too! 

S 256.  Support The underpass looks really derelict and dangerous at the moment. It needs renovation. 

S 257.  Support If cyclists use the under path carefully and slowly there is no risk and no reason the refuse bicycles to pass. The suspended ceiling should be 
removed as it serves no purpose and is actually dangerously hanging and must cost huge amounts of money to maintain. 

S 258.  Support I think lifting the ban will increase cycle use in Reading 

S 259.  Support Cycling through the subway should be permitted 

S 260.  Support The subway is a perfect traffic-free link between the centre of town and the fabulous pedestrian/cycle bridge. Permitting cycling through the 
subway will encourage more cycling between Caversham and the centre of town. It is a much more pleasant route than the road route, but is less 
well known, due to the discouraging no cycling signs and the lack of signage to and from the bridge. 

S 261.  Support Segregated cycle and peds lane would be best. 

S 262.  Support There is plenty of room in the subway for pedestrians and cyclists to share the space.  Physically separated lanes would be effective for pedestrians 
concerned about cyclists using the same space but there must be clear signage.  I cycle around Reading most days and the lack of courtesy shown 
to cyclists by pedestrians is incredibly frustrating. 
The owner of the subway also needs to actually spend some money on the upkeep.  The state of the tunnel is disgraceful and if it falls within the 
purview of RBC, you should be ashamed of yourselves. 

S 263.  Support I am in agreement with the statement of reasons document.  
The proposed scheme would make it far easier for cyclists travelling from the North side of Reading to access the station. It is in line with current 
views on a greener environment,  while making good use of available funding, to the benefit of all residents of Reading 

S 264.  Support As a female cyclist who lives by herself I strongly support this proposal. While I feel somewhat safer taking the pedestrian underpass then the other 
underpass (next to the road), at certain times of night I do still feel nervous about walking it alone. Particularly given the presence of homeless 
people is a common occurrence. And by pushing a bike I walk even slower and so feel even less safe. I feel MUCH safer cycling my bike through at a 
safe and considerate speed. I urge you to consider removing the cycling ban for the safety of women in Reading. 

S 265.  Support This is well needed as it doesn't make sense to have a non-cycling section in the underpass. There are enough barriers to cycling generally without 
having unnecessary ones. 

S 266.  Support Opening the underpass to cyclists is many years overdue and would, in effect, represent a recognition of the current use.  There are no other safe 
and direct north/south cycling routes to/from the town centre, as alternative routes all have to compete with motorised vehicular traffic.  Cycling 
provision in the town generally is fragmented and routes need to properly joined and maintained.  Enabling and encouraging the use of the 
underpass by cyclists would represent a small but positive step towards better overall connectivity. 

S 267.  Support The Council's Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan, “Sets out ambitious plans to transform our streets and encourage more people to 
choose cycling and walking for local journeys, or as part of longer multimodal journeys.” 
Making this underpass available to cyclists, along with the existing pedestrian/bicycle Christchurch Bridge over the river will create a safe route for 



all cyclist between the town centre and north of the river.   
There is currently no safe route for cyclists to cross the railway line in this area. The current options entail negotiating one or other of the large 
multi lane roundabouts at either end of Vastern Road, which is a major deterrent to all but the very experienced cyclist. It is well documented that 
roundabouts are dangerous for cyclists. Opening the station underpass to cyclists will create a roundabout free route and undoubtedly help to 
encourage cycling, as per the Council's Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan. 

S 268.  Support I feel unsafe cycling around reading as it is. Cyclists should be accommodated for. 

S 269.  Support There are no clear joined up cycle routes across Reading. It is ridiculous that you gave to choose between getting off and walking or taking your life 
into your hands on other roads. Please give some thought to a complete route rather than patching up bits that do not work. You will never ease 
congestion with such short termism 

S 270.  Support This is the only safe route through the centre of town. The alternative route for cyclists is Vastern Road where there isn't a cycle lane going S to N 
or Caversham Road which doesn't have a cycle lane. So neither of these routes are safe. If you want to encourage cycling as a sustainable transport 
alternative, you can't expect people to keep getting off their bikes and walking! 

S 271.  Support I support this proposal, is there the potential to replace the current paving with one that is more slip resistant? It can be quite dangerous in wet 
weather, particularly when walking down the slope. 

S 272.  Support Cycling is my main way of getting around town. Opening up the subway to cycling would shorten travel times and at the same time reduce the 
perception of risk for inexperienced cyclists when traversing town as they do not have to move along bridges next to large queues of cars. 
It might be worthwhile to consider adding some speedbumps for cyclists in the subway, mostly to discourage speeding by electrified vehicles 
through the straight line subway. 

S 273.  Support Repairs to the currently low ceiling are very welcome, as is creating a new, logical cycle route under the railway 

S 274.  Support The existing ban is utterly pointless as for every bike that is walked through the subway another 99 are already ridden. 
The key action needs to be removing the "would obviously be vandalised" suspended ceiling and replacing it with something higher and less easily 
damaged. 
The floor surface is also not ideal and can be very slippery when wet, a rougher surface would have been better 

S 275.  Support The station subway really needs to be non damageable as the current one is messed up and vandalised. The council should make a priority to 
ensure any vandals are arrested and also to make provision for homeless people who are there at night, which makes it feel quite dangerous to go 
through the tunnel. 

S 276.  Support As both a cyclist and a pedestrian, having provision for both modes of transport along this path would be appreciated. 

S 277.  Support Provides a child friendly/ novice cycle route to Queens Meadow playground. 
By increasing ceiling prevents people trying to jump and hit the panel. 
Propose a skateboard area is introduced near the station as often see kids using the south side of the tunnel for skateboarding. 

S 278.  Support The tunnel is the quickest and safest way by far of accessing the Aldi/Range development. Caversham Rd is very scary! 

S 279.  Support I think this would be a great, safe cycle route connecting both sides of the town and Caversham areas. 

S 280.  Support I walk through there quite regularly and have yet to see anyone wheeling a cycle. I think it is pointless to have regulations which are not enforced. 
It is however quite narrow and you only need to get a couple of push chairs or mobility scooters and there will be issues. I suggest a couple of big 
"give way to pedestrians" signs would do a lot of good. 
I was also meeting someone off a train recently and noticed the barriers were set open. If this happens regularly, I wonder if you could approach BR 
to make transit through the station in off peak periods allowed. It would certainly be a preferable walk late at night. 

S 281.  Support This is a valuable route for cyclists, providing a safer alternative to the rail bridges  on Caversham Road or Vastern Road. It also aligns with the 
existing access to Caversham via the new bridge. Both cyclists and pedestrians will need to be sensitive to other users, but this seems to work well 
on Christchurch Bridge. 



S 282.  Support Few cyclists dismount anyway so this is a good move as everyone will understand what traffic is going through the subway. Great to hear that the 
ceiling will be raised. However as there is supposedly CCTV in the subway why have the existing panels continued to be  trashed and why haven't 
the culprits been found? 

S 283.  Support The subway is already used frequently by cyclists and it would be better to have a safe way to separate them and pedestrians. 

S 284.  Support Would be great if there are separate lines for cyclists and pedestrians for all of us to feel safer :) 

S 285.  Support If designated areas for cycling and walking are made clear, it would be possible for cyclists to safely ride through without negatively impacting 
pedestrian safety. It is very hard to cycle into Reading from Caversham currently- the main roundabout and road under the railway bridge are not 
safe for bikes- too busy and cars do not look properly or give space. I want to cycle as much as possibly to improve local air quality and my own 
fitness but lack of safe cycle routes currently limits me. This proposal would be a big benefit. 

S 286.  Support The subway is wide enough to support both pedestrians and cyclists safely. This will be a benefit to cyclists 

S 287.  Support Opening up the subway to cyclists is vital - for the environment, cyclist safety, cycle adoption and encouraging people into the town centre. 

S 288.  Support Ever since the tunnel was re-opened some years ago the ban on cycling has seemed somewhat spurious (based on the ceiling being very slightly too 
low, it seems -- the missing tiles revealing the cavity above have rather blown this objection aside). 
In reality, a number of cyclists already cycle though the tunnel (so, the restriction is not being enforced anyway, and if it's not going to be, it's 
pointless), which indicates there is need for a route between the two sides of the station and it could provide part of a good cycle route from the 
town centre across Christchurch Bridge into Caversham and beyond. 

S 289.  Support Would allow easier and more comfortable cycling access 

S 290.  Support All opportunities to improve cycle links should be taken, particularly where they connect rail and bus services.  I am fully behind this and if it can 
be segregated to prevent incidents with pedestrians, that would hopefully prevent accidents and negative feedback. 

S 291.  Support I support cycling as long as the cycle lane is clearly separated. 

S 292.  Support Plenty of room for both cyclists and pedestrians. 

S 293.  Support Lack of safe and convenient cycle route between much of caversham and the town centre, especially useful for cycle access to the south side of 
the station. 

S 294.  Support There is no other safe cycle route from Caversham to Reading - this is a crucial need for many commuters and families wanting to access the town 
by active transport. 

S 295.  Support The subway provides the best (only?) safe route for cyclists into the town centre from the north. 

S 296.  Support The subway is wide enough for both and provides the safest route for cyclists to get to the river and pick up the other cycling routes. The 
alternative is use of the Vastern Road round a bout which is a black spot for cyclists. 

S 297.  Support The current prohibition is not sensible. As long as pedestrians are given right of way, there is no reason now not to cycle through in a considerate 
manner. 
Pedestrians need to be protected from a few manic riders. 
Removing the prohibition is about time! 

S 298.  Support In order to have effective incentives to cycle, I feel it is important to have well connected routes.  This tunnel provides a needed link between 
cycle routes north, such as Christchurch bridge, and the town centre. 

S 299.  Support This is a long overdue step to improve connectivity and support safer green transport 

S 300.  Support It will need strong messages to prevent some people who already cycle through already inconsiderately. I often take my bike through but I always 
walk it through. However, if I am going into Reading from Caversham, carrying my bike up or down the steps or going on the ramp makes it 
difficult, so an easier method is needed. How this can be done is beyond me I'm afraid, I am now 81 years old but want to continue cycling as much 
as possible. 



S 301.  Support I hate cycling under either railway bridge, be it alongside or on the road . The pollution is horrible and it is a grim environment  This is a sane and 
overdue proposal which allows cyclists to link coherently to the pedestrian and cycle bridge over the river. 

S 302.  Support I consider this a good idea as a Caversham resident.  
However, I consider that money was wasted originally by the flimsy ceiling currently in place.  
If better lit and clearly marked it can be of benefit.  

S 303.  Support This is a wide and totally clear cut through route with plenty of space for segregated cycle path / pedestrians 
It will save cyclists a long detour underneath the railway bridge and avoiding the very dangerous Vastern Road roundabout or 4 sets of traffic lights. 

S 304.  Support North-South / South-North cycle access is currently routed to the the west on IDR Caversham Road tunnel and Vasten Road tunnel East of the 
station. Depending on your route to obey the Highway Code you can be forced to cross 4 lanes of traffic twice at 4 sets of lights or break the law by 
cycling on very narrow footpaths. The IDR has no proper cycle lights to cross over. (I did try to show how to do this safely but then told him to go 
through the station subway) 
The current subway is wide enough for segregated cycle and pedestrian paths. I suggest 2 way cycles on WEST side and pedestrians 2 way on the 
EAST side with a barrier down the middle. Cyclists are good at avoiding other cyclists. Pedestrians have proven good at avoiding other pedestrians. 
But the two don't mix! 
With the new housing development on Station Hill and proposed housing north of the railway line you effectively have 5,000 people needing to 
cross the railway to access the town centre or enjoy the Thames riverside. THIS SUBWAY IS INADEQUATE! should be deepened and widened with 
coffee shops etc like on the continent. 

S 305.  Support It’s unpleasant walking through with cyclists and skaters careering at you. Probably the ones that cycle currently are the entitled and the ignorant 
/ indifferent- so there’s an argument that if it was allowed then more considerate cyclists would balance those groups out. 
It’s such a narrow space, but shared paths do work elsewhere. Rigid barriers along the length (like at Paddington station going onto the bakerloo 
line) seem appealing but no doubt would be impractical. Maybe something to limit cycle speed could work to keep maximum width available but 
make them slow down. Or not designating it a cycle path but removing the restriction, so cyclists know they’re cycling on a footpath. 

S 306.  Support As long as there is a speed limit (eg, walking pace) I cannot see any risk. The actual risk is having cyclist going through the Station roundabout near 
Vastern Road 

S 307.  Support It is important to do all we can to encourage more sustainable means of travel, such as cycling. This subway is a key link from Caversham to central 
Reading for cyclists. 

S 308.  Support It was more than time to do something about this pathway which is a scandal in the way it has been abandoned 

S 309.  Support It makes no sense to have such a long thoroughfare in a key position in the town centre a no-cycle zone when we should be encouraging more 
cycling for health and climate change reasons. And the fact is that people cycle through here all the time anyway, so it would be much better to 
expand it and make it safe as an official shared pedestrian/cycleway. Please let's make it happen. 

S 310.  Support About time too. This ban is a glaringly obvious barrier to cycle use in Reading and makes a mockery of the councils stated aims to encourage active 
travel and of their concerns for the health and well being of their citizens. 

S 311.  Support This underpass location is the perfect link for cycles between Central Reading and Caversham. Especially with the location of the shared access 
bridge over the Thames. Even with the prohibition in place the underpass is routinely used as a cycle route for commuters and food delivery 
cyclists alike, so formally changing to shared access will only improve matters. A cycle route utilising station hill access will provide further 
improved cycle links in the town. 

S 312.  Support Please make sure cycling is allowed, it is so important to have a safe way of cycling from Reading town centre to the North side of Reading.   The 
alternative routes are the IDR and the dangerous junction by Reading bridge.  There are lots of shared pathways which work well.  If you don’t do 
this you will need to sort out another safe and easy route which really isn’t viable.  To be a cycling friendly town you must allow safe and easy 
cycling from one side of the town to the other. 

S 313.  Support I was unaware there was supposed to be cycling restrictions there. It currently seems perfectly fine to cycle there, and many people do. If you 
want to make improvements, and fix the paperwork to make it legal to cycle there, then please go ahead. It will continue to be used as a cycle 
path with or without approval/improvements. 



S 314.  Support I am a regular cyclist and would appreciate a safer more direct route into town 

S 315.  Support This tunnel is the only way for a cyclist to safely go from Christchurch meadow to the station. Going through the roundabout near Reading bridge is 
terribly dangerous and cyclist have to cross the road multiple times to follow the cyclist path. This whole area should be improved for cyclist with 
efficient cycling routes. 

S 316.  Support Very important for cyclists to have a safe route from the river and into town. I am very much in support of this plan. The option of the reading 
bridge roundabout is longer, busier, and ultimately significantly more dangerous. My young family and I would welcome this change to the 
underpass and the other improvements to the ceiling, which is falling down, is continually vandalised as its not currently durable. 

S 317.  Support Not only will removing the low ceiling provide the ability to cycle through the subway - it will remove an increasingly ugly eyesore of the 
repeatedly vandalised panels.  
Is it worth considering a chicane barrier in the centre of the tunnel to slow cyclists on their journey through the tunnel. 

S 318.  Support Passing below the train tracks is particularly dangerous at the moment, because it implies taking a dual carriageway that can be very busy. This 
would allow for a safe cycle route between the Reading and Caversham town centres. 

S 319.  Support a safe well lit cycle link would be a real benefit as there is no safe route under the railway bridge under Caversham Rd and a poor one on the 
forbury side 

S 320.  Support I think it would be fine to have cycling allowed through the subway, provided it is in a clearly-marked separate lane to the pedestrians, and 
provided there were signs asking cyclists to go slowly. Obvs not all of them will go slowly, but hopefully most will! 

S 321.  Support Allowing cycling will be a definite improvement 

S 322.  Support Can you provide a separate Lane for the cyclists in the tunnel so that they are not dodging in and out between the pedestrians as often you cannot 
hear them coming behind you & many cyclists do not use bells. 

S 323.  Support It would be great to be able to cycle under the railway from the North to the South of the station. 

S 324.  Support Great step forward to improving cycling routes in Reading! 

S 325.  Support If cycling is to be allowed in this subway, there should be means of ensuring that cyclists don't cycle too fast through it. These could be bollards, 
humps etc. For instance lines of bollards running in a gentle diagonal across the path, which pedestrians and slow cyclists could easily get round 
but a fast cyclist would have to keep slowing down to get round. 

S 326.  Support But my support (or lack thereof) is irrelevant. Cyclists go where they want. There's no enforcement stopping them doing it, so why not let them? 

S 327.  Support It's important to link up cycling routes. 

S 328.  Support There's no other safe way for people to cross the railway by cycle (neither Caversham Road nor Vastern Road bridges are particularly suitable) and 
this represents a regularisation of the situation that currently exists. 

S 329.  Support This is long overdue. The passage way is wide enough to allow safe use for both pedestrians and cyclists - indeed I note it is used responsibly by 
cyclists every time I walk to town from Caversham. I have never understood why there was a ban for cyclists to use the underpass.Measures like 
these are essential to encourage more cycle use to get to town. 

S 330.  Support I live in Caversham so if the underpass were open to cyclists, I could cycle across the pedestrian bridge to the station and then continue onwards to 
town rather than crossing Caversham bridge, negotiating the roundabout at TGI Fridays and then powering up the off-ramps to town off the IDR.   
Which would you prefer? 
Question:  what happens when you have cycled through the underpass?  Will there be a cycle ramp up to the 3 Guinneas plaza?  I'm thinking of the 
equivalent of a salmon ladder for bikes. 

S 331.  Support As a cyclist I fully support the lifting of the ban. The subway connects cyclists travelling between North and Central Reading, whilst avoiding the 
often dangerous alternative of cycling on Caversham Road or Vastern Road.  In my experience the subway is rarely busy enough with pedestrians 
that cyclists would cause a problem. If anything walking a bike through the subway means a cyclist takes double the space (width wise), which can 
be awkward for the cyclist to manoeuvre between pedestrians and vice verse. 



S 332.  Support Cyclist and walkers can clearly safely share this route.   Same as the river bridge which together provide the safest and most direct journey 
between Caversham and Reading hubs.   This is a good time to reconsider given new legislation is now in place to protect vulnerable road users. 

S 333.  Support Its a good idea. 

S 334.  Support The passageway seems wide enough to accommodate both pedestrians and cyclists safely - at least as wide as many shared pavements, which seem 
to work well. To be honest, despite the 'no cycling' restriction being in place, most cyclists have been cycling through it since it opened, as far as 
I'm aware, without incident. I've rarely seen one pushing their bike. I've never understood why cycling hasn't been allowed. 

S 335.  Support I think it will be great to have a safer way to cycle through to the centre of town from Caversham 

S 336.  Support It's important to encourage cycling in the town, and ensuring there is a separate lane for this makes it safer to implement (for both cyclists and 
pedestrians). 

S 337.  Support Enabling cycling through the tunnel makes cycling from the south of the town to the north much easier and is long overdue. 

S 338.  Support It’s not realistic to keep it in place, I’ve never seen cyclists who actually get off and walk the bike, and for good reason, doing so would cause huge 
delays in times spent travelling, and it’s just not fair! 

S 339.  Support I support the proposal with the proviso that there is a barrier between the pedestrians and cyclists. I have experienced cyclists riding close to me 
which is worrying when you are unstable on your legs. 

S 340.  Support Makes perfect sense to allow cycling through the subway. It's allowed on the footbridge across The Thames so makes sense to continue it. 

S 341.  Support The subway provides the most pleasant and safest way to cross the railway by bike, and it is well aligned with the footbridge across the Thames 
providing a route to Caversham that is largely free of dangerous main roads. 
I have cycled through it many times and I do not think I have ever inconvenienced pedestrians.  There should not be any problems if cyclists (and 
pedestrians) are considerate, and are prepared to go at walking pace if it is very busy. 
I have never noticed any problems with low headroom.  i can't see it ould be a problem unless you were on a penny-farthing. 

S 342.  Support The present arrangement means that the station and the adjacent roads form a huge barrier to safe cycle access across the town centre.  
In particular, the station underpass rule negates the effectiveness of the Cristcurch Bridge as a cycle access route to town. 

S 343.  Support This would provide an important and sage route for cycling into the centre of town and connect with cycle route ove the Thames from Caversham. 

S 344.  Support It's completely ludicrous that there is NO safe cycling route over any bridge. Caversham and Reading bridges both have very hostile huge 
roundabouts with many accidents where cyclists are impacted, and the underpass would be ideal. This should have been done years ago. 

S 345.  Support I very strongly support this proposal. I regularly use this subway both as a pedestrian and with my bike, and it had always seemed absurd that this 
useful potential cycle route is closed to cyclists. There is plenty of room for both. I have never felt challenged when on foot by the many cyclists 
who currently use it.  
The ceiling urgently needs repair and raising anyway, so this is an easy win win.  
Please integrate properly with cycle routes on the town side - the lack of a cycle ramp up the stairs right outside the tunnel is another strange 
oversight. 

S 346.  Support I strongly support allowing cycling through the tunnel. At present there is a major gap in the cycle link provision between Caversham and Reading 
town centre caused by the current ban on cycling through the tunnel. 

S 347.  Support safe north/south cycle routs in reading are very limited and if we want adults and in particular children to cycle rather than go by car we have to 
take ease of cycling seriously as an incentive to encourage people to cycle. 

S 348.  Support The ceiling is quite high, the ban is widely ignored. Proper delineation would be safer.  It will be good for all. 

S 349.  Support There must be a clear cycle lane(s), preferably delineated with a barrier, and there must be some policing of this, so make sure the lanes are 
adhered to. 

S 350.  Support Many cyclists already use the subway, most are sensible cycling at not much above walking pace although there are the occasional children doing 
stunts in the enclosed space. I am in agreement to lifting the ban provided there is signing that cyclists should moderate their speed when near 
pedestrians. This should apply in all spaces which are shared by pedestrians and cyclists. 



S 351.  Support I support in principle, but only if pedestrian safety is not jeopardised.  In that sense, without knowing what safety measures are to be 
implemented, it is not actually possible to know what I am supporting in terms of the actual proposals. 

S 352.  Support Be good to try and segregate cyclists and pedestrians if at all possible so that less likely to get in each others way. Having this as a cycleway would 
also provide a safer way into town from the north of Reading. 

S 353.  Support It's not easy (or particularly safe) cycling between the river and the town centre and the tunnel would provide a brilliant traffic-free option.  I use 
it occasionally and it's a pain having to dismount, especially knowing that the wonderful new bridge is apparently the same width.  It will also 
eventually be an obvious link between Caversham and the new development south of the railway. 

S 354.  Support Clearly necessary and useful. I will admit that I already disregard the prohibition, particularly when in a hurry; there is no difficulty in keeping well 
clear of pedestrians.Note that the subway is about the same width as the newish bridge over the Thames, in Christchurch Meadows, which is 
already dual use. 

S 355.  Support This north - south route is the only reasonably central motor traffic-free route for cyclists.  Formally allowing cycle use would be a significant step 
forward. 

S 356.  Support Support.It is a valuable cyclist route.However, to minimise conflict with pedestrians it should be suggested preferably physically with a barrier 

S 357.  Support As a cycle courier this is the fastest route from the south to north I would encourage this proposal to go ahead. If often mesh fabric is hanging low 
probably due to the beggars down tiger despite there being closed circuit television. It would be a shame for this to be a rat run for them and such 
so hopefully this can be looked at too for people using the under pass at night et cetera 

S 358.  Support This will encourage more people to cycle. Provided pedestrians and cyclists are separated there will be no danger to people walking in the subway. 

S 359.  Support There's a desperate need for a safe cycling route between and parallel to Vastern  Road and Caversham Road, with links to Kennetside, NCR5 and 
Caversham., 

S 360.  Support if possible, please consider replacing the current porcelain flooring. it's too slippery in the wet weather. 

S 361.  Support It never made any sense to open up the Christchurch Bridge to create a new off-road route for cyclists from north of the river into town and then 
'block' this with a prohibition through the underpass - allegedly on the grounds that the height might mean cyclists could 'bump their heads'! The 
reality is that the vast majority of cyclists have ignored this prohibition and cycled safely and considerately through the underpass since its opening 
some years ago and should be able to do so legally. 

S 362.  Support The railway underpass is a key transport link for cyclists and it's width is comparable to Christchurch bridge which was design as a pedestrian and 
cycle bridge.I propose that once cycling is allowed there is strong encouragement for all users to keep left by painting a central dividing line and 
direction arrows. 

S 363.  Support The subway is an important safe route for cycling and there is space for pedestrians and cyclists to share it successfully. 

S 364.  Support I am all for making cycling an easier and better option. My only concern is the potential speed of cyclists travelling through the underpass may be a 
challenge to pedestrians. 

S 365.  Support 
508 

This is a much-needed link between the north and south sides of the station, which is much safer for cyclists than the bridges on either side. A 
clearly-marked cycle lane in the underpass would be very much appreciated. 

S 366.  Support As a cyclist, safe routes on the north south axis across Reading are in short supply. It has long been a frustration that the subway is not legally 
available, requiring a lengthy and traffic heavy detour under either of the road bridges at each end of the station. Revoking this prohibition is long 
overdue and I can see no good reason not to do so. 

S 367.  Support The path provides a safe and wide path to maintain pedestrian separation and encourage cycle usage, in particular as a continuation of the new 
foot/cycle bridge over the Thames. 
Furthermore, improved signage and road markings could better link the two elements together.  The current markings do not make it obvious how 
to get from Christchurch meadows to town. 
A side benefit is reducing cycle traffic on the very busy two roundabouts at either end of Vastern Road. 

S 368.  Support This will open up a safe route to cross the railway line for young or inexperienced cyclists. Such a route does not currently exist and is an obvious 
omission, especially as many secondary students commute to school across the railway line. 



It would be good to put in infrastructure to guide bikes so that sight lines are improved on entrance/exit and (ideally) foot/pedal traffic is 
segregated. 

S 369.  Support The alternatives are a huge Barrie to people cycling. This makes a lot of sense 

S 370.  Support It is the safest route for cyclists. People ride through it anyway. 

S 371.  Support Reading desperately needs more safe cycling routes. I try to cycle and commute with my toddler, and it's so hard to get around by bike and feel 
safe from dangerous and often ignorant drivers. 

S 372.  Support It should be allowed to use with a bike or a different safe option made available that does not mean a huge diversion. 

S 373.  Support Careful cycling through the underpass will encourage more cycling around Reading as this is a key route. 

S 374.  Support As a regular cyclist,  the ban on using the tunnel is frustrating.  I would like to see a shared use approach- as on the immensely successful river 
crossing- to encourage sustainable travel around the town centre. 

S 375.  Support A safe and convenient link between the riverside and the town centre is fundamental to making Reading a place where all types of people have the 
option to cycle. 

S 376.  Support As long as it's safe then I think cycling should be allowed through the tunnel 

S 377.  Support As long as it's clearly marked I think it's an excellent idea 

S 378.  Support As well as improving the height of the subway, it feels as though thought also needs to be given to the approach to the subway. The pedestrian 
approach from the bridge to the traffic lights on the north side of the station is very narrow, and then from the traffic lights to the subway the 
pathway for cyclists isn't clear. There is lots of street furniture, bus stops with pedestrians often blocking the pathway and roads for cars and taxis. 
There should also be clear marking on the floor of the subway so that people can cycle at peak times of use with clear markings of where they 
should be in order to keep themselves and other pedestrians safe. 

S 379.  Support Will need very clearly defined cycle/pedestrian lanes. traffic calming barrier.Better lighting & security. Working CCTV. Litter bins. 

S 380.  Support  It is ridiculous having the underpass as a non-cycling route, it completely dislocates the safe cycle route under the railway and is a typical piece of 
UK cycle infrastructure that is design by people who do not cycle and have no idea of how to promote cycling. 

S 381.  Support Cyclists and pedestrians should be kept separated within tunnel. 

S 382.  Support It is crazy that the underpass wasn't set up to allow cyclists in the first place 

S 383.  Support The alternative routes to cross the railway both involve cycling on busy roads. To be able to cycle through the subway would enable this journey to 
be done away from heavy traffic, and without having to dismount and push the bike. It would provide a convenient link to the pedestrian/cycle 
bridge over the Thames 

S 384.  Support There is plenty of room for safe sharing of the underpass by cyclists and pedestrians. Few people get off their bikes to travel through it anyway. 
Formalising a shared route would make it safer for all. 

S 385.  Support It would be a much shorter and safer route for cyclists to cross the railway from the town centre than going on the very busy roads under the 
bridges on either side. 

 

OB 1.  Object People need to walk through there 

OB 2.  Object The cyclists who disregard the current prohibition frequently move through the subway at speed. I have come close to being hit a couple of times 
by people speeding around the corners. I am concerned that if cyclists are permitted to use the subway without dismounting then people will get 
hurt. 

OB 3.  Object Will be a danger to pedestrians just get off and walk 





Opening up the path to cyclists would negatively impact disabled groups and the elderly- which would not have due regard to the Equality Act 
2010. Could cyclists not just dismount for the short period of the route? 

OB 18.  Object People already don't pay any attention to the 'don't ride bikes through the underpass' ruling. So much so I didnt know it even existed. There are also 
skateboarders in there frequently. Increasingly cyclists around Reading are a menace to pedestrians. A cyclist crashed into me in the town centre 
yesterday morning on the paved pedestrian area just outside M&S. Was cycling very fast, so it was impossible for me to take evasive action. No-one 
enforces the pedestrian only zones. Walking through the pedestrianised areas in Broad street and other places in Reading town centre, cyclists are 
a law unto themselves and you constantly have to have your wits about you. I use that underpass regularly and if cyclists use that in volume at high 
speed it's going to be a disaster waiting to happen 

OB 19.  Object I object to this proposal on the grounds that cyclists will ride at speed through the under pass with no regard for pedestrians - just like they do in 
Broad Street, which is supposed to be pedestrianised. 

OB 20.  Object I object. Cyclists will simply go too fast and end up knocking people over, coming out of the tunnel is a blind bend, the likelihood of crashing into a 
pedestrian is just too high. Lots of kids run through that tunnel with their parents following, mixing cyclists in amongst them is foolhardy at best 
and asking for disaster.  
Its not even a long tunnel and overall doesn't seriously slow you down by any amount if you have to walk it. 

OB 21.  Object I fear pedestrians using the subway will be in danger of being scattered or having to jump out of the way of cyclists.   
Unfortunately, some cyclists assume they have right of way over pedestrians. 
I see no benefit to changing the current system. 

OB 22.  Object To be honest people cycle and use their scooters through it already.  
However, I feel that the money would be better used to improve cctv security as this was promised when the subway was first installed. 
As a lone woman walking through I do not feel safe and that the council is paying lip service to looking after the security of people in the subway. 
We were told that cctv would be used but this has proved not to be the case.  
Please look after the safety of all rather than just the cyclists! 

OB 23.  Object Danger. No need to cycle through there, perfectly good rail crossing with a few hundred metres of here 

OB 24.  Object Because it is dangerous, maybe too difficult for you to understand 

OB 25.  Object Unless the proposal will physically separate cyclists and pedestrians or includes physical chicanes or similar to restrict the speed of cyclists, they 
will speed through the straight underpass thus presenting a safety risk to pedestrians. 

OB 26.  Object The subway is too narrow and too low for cyclists.  It is even reported that although RBC are aware of the fact the width and height don't meet 
national guidelines, it's still suitable for cyclists! 
As a pedestrian, I use this route frequently and often come across cyclists who show absolutely no consideration to other users along here and it 
doesn't feel safe walking through there at busy times including to/from work and at lunchtimes/weekends.A cycle route was put in place around 
the roundabout and under the Vastern Road railway bridge. 
Why can't you just leave some areas pedestrian only and then enforce restrictions? 
You have signs up saying the tunnel is monitored 24/7 by CCTV, but nothing ever seems to be done about the vandalism/illegal cycles/scooters in 
the tunnel. 

OB 27.  Object As the mother of a toddler walking through the underpass with cyclists, scooter users and skateboarders is nerve-racking. I realise people aren't 
meant to be on these while using the underpass currently, but they do use them and I'm in constant fear of being knocked over myself, and in even 
greater fear of my toddler being knocked over. They swing so close to pedestrians and that is when they aren't meant to be on bikes, scooters and 
skateboards and the situation is only going to be compounded with the allowed use. It is an accident waiting to happen and could well be a serious 
one especially when a young child is hit. 

OB 28.  Object The 2 walkways are too narrow for cyclists racing through & pedestrians. Too dangerous for pedestrians to have cyclists rushing through. 

OB 29.  Object The subway is a regular scene for assault, theft and anti social behaviour etc, permitting cycling will add to the safety concerns of the members of 
the public using it. 



From day one, it was obvious the suspended ceiling was never going to be fit for purpose, how much has been spent in the last ten years 
attempting to repair and maintain this badly specified feature? Has anyone been held to account for it? 

OB 30.  Object Already too many cyclists tend to use pavements and pedestrianised areas to move around, when their vehicles belong on the road. Many at a 
dangerous speed for the pedestrians around them. 
Also, I walk considerably fast, and yet, I often get startled on pavements by cyclists breezing past me from behind at a very close range. We need 
to think of the elderly and many people who suffer from deep anxiety and get seriously distraught from having cyclists at close range from where 
they are walking, even considerate ones, let alone speeding ones, who verve around pedestrianised areas with little consideration or care for 
possible injuries caused to those walking in case of a collision. Allowing cyclists to use this tunnel (which I've sometimes seen in recent years), is, in 
my opinion, a recipe for disaster. 

OB 31.  Object Cyclists already break the law and ride through the subway. Many have no regard for pedestrians and ride fast. It scares me. Same with the illegal 
scooters that ride through there and on pavements. Deliveroo and the like are regular culprits for riding there and on pavements. Nobody seems to 
care. Nobody enforced the rules. It says CCTV is present. Why isn't it used effectively? 

OB 32.  Object I think the walkway is too narrow for pedestrians and cyclist to safely use. 

OB 33.  Object Cyclists already cycle through the subway as it is. There are sonetimes skateboarders as well. Please keep the subway for pedestrians only to keep 
walkers safe. Some (not all) cyclists have no regard for pedestrian safety. My fear is that the subway would become a free for all with cyclists 
travelling very fast. 

OB 34.  Object The pathway is far too narrow for pedestrians and cyclists, bike, are  silent and often too fast. 

OB 35.  Object As a long term cycle user the area is narrow and presents a risk to pedestrians, including the disabled and young children who often dash out away 
from their care givers. Whilst it may seem an inconvenience it only takes a couple of minutes to walk through. 

OB 36.  Object The tunnel is not wide enough to have both cycle lanes and pedestrian lanes. Pedestrians would not have enough room to keep out of the way of 
cyclists. 

OB 37.  Object Reading town centre is crowded with cyclists even in Broad Street. In the passed five years I have been knocked over three times. I’m in my mid 
70’s and have an inner ear problem which can cause me to be unsteady, plus a tendon problem in my right ankle. My rights as a pedestrian surely is 
equal to those on bicycles. I used the passage way regularly to get to No 24 bus stop (gave me a bit more exercise) and felt safe. It is one of the 
few places in Reading that is safe from cyclists. Cyclists dominate Reading footpaths and is a constant hazard, not just for old people like myself 
but young people with pushchairs and toddlers. 

OB 38.  Object The passage way is just not wide enough to accommodate cyclists and pedestrians. Although some people will be considerate and go slowly and 
alert pedestrians to their presence, most will not and I can see lots of people cycling too fast, weaving in and out and knocking people over. 
Especially electric bikes and scooters. 

OB 39.  Object The proposer has failed to undertake a sufficient equality impact assessment with reference to current users particularly those visually impaired 
and deaf in the confined space. The choice of materials does not appear to have addressed the acoustic effect in passing  noise from the newly 
introduced vehicles within the underpass especially in relation to those less able to discern the approach of a bicycle. The area is identified as sub 
surface of the station with a door visibly present from the station part way along the length, there does not appear to be an assessment supporting 
the additional fire load from the introduction of electric or electricly assisted vehicles with reference to The Fire Precautions  
(Sub-surface Railway Stations) (England) Regulations 2009. Overall the design lacks sufficient segregation over the length and especially at the 
Northern exit to the road where the increased cycle vehicle conflicts would adversely affect the flow of public transport. The proposer has made 
insufficient efforts to reduce cycle pedestrian conflicts despite the elevated presence of impaired pedestrians. I note there is already identified to 
the East a marked cycle route covering the same North South corridor which does not impinge on public transport or semi pedestrianised areas. 

OB 40.  Object Cyclists already do not dismount and whizz through the underpass in a manner very intimidating to pedestrians. If cyclists are allowed, there should 
be a segregation so pedestrians can safely use the subway. 

OB 41.  Object Sadly, some cyclists do not respect pedestrians personal space. In an enclosed tunnel, there will be no room to avoid dangerously ridden cycles. 



OB 42.  Object Cyclists move faster than pedestrians walk and this can be intimidating to pedestrians, particularly when cyclists weave in and out along a tunnel 
to get to the end as soon as possible. Furthermore, as the cyclists speed along, pedestrians do not necessarily hear or see them coming up behind 
them. This feeling of threat by pedestrians is pronounced at night. 

OB 43.  Object The likelihood of cycles and pedestrians 'crashing' is inevitable.  It is a busy walkway with pedestrians often walking abreast in both directions. 
At the Vastern Rd end there are only steps down from that level, so it makes no sense to open up the walkway to cyclists.  At the 'town' end there 
are only steps down from the busiest area of Queen Victoria St, and I fail to see that there is much of a cycle demand from Station Hill 
There are already many cyclists (food deliveries mainly) zooming around Broad St pedestrian area, but at least there is a wide expanse in which to 
avoid them.  The subway tunnel does not offer sufficient space for such maneuverings! 

OB 44.  Object Shared pedestrian / cycling spaces are inherently unsafe (primarily for the pedestrians) but even more so in an enclosed space where there is 
nowhere to go when someone comes at you at speed. 
The idea that having to dismount and push a bike is greatly inconveniencing to cyclists is frankly ludicrous. The walk is what? A minute at most?! A 
minute's walk to ensure the safety of pedestrians who are already endangered by cyclists (and eScooter users) just about everywhere in the town 
despite supposed prohibitions on cycling in pedestrian areas. 

OB 45.  Object I am utterly astonished by this. I use the subway regularly and I had no idea it was 'pedestrian only'. Are there signs to this effect? It is used by 
cyclist and skateboarders all the time. Quite often these are in groups doing wheelies and tricks and with total disregard for pedestrians and people 
with children in pushchairs. I would prefer to see some way of ensuring that it really was pedestrian only. 
This is as nothing, however compared to the problems caused by cyclists under the railway bridge over Caversham Road. As far as I know, despite 
being narrow and bordered by a rail this is dual pedestrian and cyclist use, However with the traffic noise from the road and the train noise from 
above it is often impossible to hear a cyclist coming from behind even if they use their bell or just yell obscenities. 

OB 46.  Object The subway is already used by people on bikes. I have personally nearly been knocked over by cyclists on multiple occasions in this subway. It is 
difficult to see them coming round the corner into the tunnel. Some do dangerous tricks like wheelies in the subway. If cycling is to be allowed 
then there should be better cctv 

OB 47.  Object The subway will be more dangerous for pedestrians than it already is. I went through on a Saturday recently and it was quite scary. Jumps had been 
set up by a group of youths for skateboarding and cyclists were going through riding as well. I went to see if I could find a policeman to report it. 
No luck but I reported it to a station official who said it was council property and they could do nothing. I asked him to call the police and ask them 
to look at the CCTV. When I returned 3 hours later all was quiet but I fear allowing cycling will also encourage skate boarding  as well as being 
dangerous in itself. In any case, both ends of the subway are pedestrianised areas. 

OB 48.  Object The subway will be more dangerous for pedestrians than it already is. I went through on a Saturday recently and it was quite scary. Jumps had been 
set up by a group of youths for skateboarding and cyclists were going through riding as well. I went to see if I could find a policeman to report it. 
No luck but I reported it to a station official who said it was council property and they could do nothing. I asked him to call the police and ask them 
to look at the CCTV. When I returned 3 hours later all was quiet but I fear allowing cycling will also encourage skate boarding  as well as being 
dangerous in itself. In any case, both ends of the subway are pedestrianised areas. 

OB 49.  Object I use this underpass regularly and have never seen a cyclist walk with their bike. Those that do come through are cycling at quite a speed and one 
invariably is having to dodge out of the way. If the restriction were lifted, such a scenario would increase considerably. So, if you really want to do 
this, could you make one side for cyclists only, so that we pedestrians aren't at risk of being mown down. 

OB 50.  Object The subway is totally unsuitable for sharing by pedestrians and cyclists. There is a significant slope from south to north which will encourage 
cyclists to go though this narrow pathway at tremendous speed. It would be but a matter of months before the first of many serious injuries or 
fatalities.  The suggestion by one councillor that a speed limit or polite notices be used is laughable. Cyclists already ignore the no cycling signs and 
see pedestrians as an inconvenience to be intimidated out of their way. This is a deplorable proposal which will leave councillors with blood on 
their hands if they approved. As a pedestrian, I will certain not be using the subway if the very sensible cycling ban is lifted. 

OB 51.  Object You should be cracking down on the existing cycling, not making it easier. There simply isn’t enough room for both pedestrians and cyclists. 

OB 52.  Object Cycling in such a confined space is irresponsible. 



OB 53.  Object The space for cyclists would need to be segregated to ensure it is safe given the narrowness of the tunnel. 

OB 54.  Object As long as cyclists get off their bikes and walk with through the tunnel I would support it. 
But I fear far too many idiots on their bikes ignore it. 

OB 55.  Object It is a very short distance for cyclists to get off and walk.  A lot of people with small children and the elderly use the underpass and it is often very 
busy.  cyclists rarely show any consideration on even footpaths making pedestrians jump out of their way and in The underpass there is nowhere to 
jump out if the way.  If should remain pedestrians only. 

OB 56.  Object I walk through the subway on a daily basis on my commute to/from work. At peak times there is a lot of foot traffic through the tunnel. At the 
moment when bikes ignore the no cycling signs some go through mindful of the pedestrians but others, including e-bikes and e-scooters race 
through at dangerous speeds. 
Granted the less socially-conscious people who ride through without regard for people obviously ignore the current prohibition so from that point of 
view it doesn't make any difference if it is allowed or not. However, for those who do obey the signs keeping the subway as a no cycling area will 
reduce the chance of a pedestrian being hit by a cyclist. 
In its current status the tunnel needs more barricades/bollards to discourage cycling (see for example those in the Bristol Street underpass in 
Swindon). If cycling is to be allowed the cycle way needs to be physically separated from pedestrians. 

OB 57.  Object Cyclists rushing through at uncontrolled speed is a severe hazard to pedestrians who walk at different speeds and sometimes have to veer offline to 
pass each other. The subway is too narrow to include a fenced off separate cycleway so the walking only rule should remain in place. I have been 
rushed past by people on scooters and felt vulnerable and unsafe so I can only imagine the shock of a cycle rushing past and potentially hitting me. 
BTW scooters should be banned also. 

OB 58.  Object I wasn't aware there WAS a cycling ban - cycling is a regular occurrence and it is often reckless and dangerous to pedestrians. If the ban is to be 
removed, separation between cyclists and pedestrians would be sensible. 

OB 59.  Object It´s a pedestrian passage therefore it should be used only by pedestrians, in order to theoritically guarantee their safety and confort while 
circulating. Cyclists (or nay other similar vehicle) should not be allowed to invade the pedestrian space. 

OB 60.  Object This is a pedestrian walkway, it is not very wide and people are often pulling bags etc. Cyclists already ignore the prohibition and on many 
occasions I have been nearly run into or had to take avoiding action due to a cyclist coming through at excessive speed. This most frequently 
happens at either end of the tunnel when cyclists often come round the corner at speed with no consideration as to whether pedestrians are there. 
Contrary to condoning this dangerous and reckless behaviour by removing the ban, the council should be ensuring that it is harder for cyclists to 
ride in this area, and should ensure that the ban is actually enforced. The same could be said for elsewhere in Reading - while walking the short 
distance from Reading West Station to Tesco this evening, no less than three cyclists passed me at speed on the pavement, one missing me very 
narrowly. Reckless cycling is endemic in Reading and needs to be stopped, not encouraged. 

OB 61.  Object People already cycle through the underpass. They pay little regard to pedestrians as it is, making me feel unsafe when waking through with my 
young son. 
I’d prefer to see it actually being enforced as pedestrian only with cyclists fined for riding through it. 

OB 62.  Object I understand the roof issue but still feel that cyclists can and should use other routes such as Caversham Road and Vastern Road due to the width of 
the subway. I am sure the plan is to put a line along and designate either side to cyclists or pedestrians but wherever else this is in place, it gets 
ignored by a significant number of cyclists (and pedestrians). 
I don’t accept the barrier statement - after all there will never be a direct straight route to the recently passed Sidmouth Street cycle lane but we 
were told this would be used. If that is the case, the alternatives that I mentioned above would seem to fit that model too. 
The justification as published seems rather weak to me - perhaps some metrics would help? 
I am sure that the council will pass this measure and the consultation appears to me to be solely a matter of “form” as, in common with other 
pedestrian routes, enforcement against cyclists is impossible. If the desire is to legalise cycles everywhere then the council needs to do nothing! 
Most cyclists go wherever they want anyway. 
However, if you feel you want to push this agenda, why not go for the big one? You could officially ‘cyclify’ the central potion of Broad Street. 
While you’re at it, perhaps you could rename it Deliveroo Way! 



OB 63.  Object Cyclists can be intimidating for pedestrians, with many cycling too fast and too close to pedestrians. As a pedestrian I would feel much safer with 
cyclists dismounting and walking through the subway. 

OB 64.  Object I use the tunnel as a pedestrian and it is already dangerous to walk through. Many cycles are very big - especially the electic ones. There's not 
enough room to accomodate cyclists and pedestrians safely, especially when cyclists are coming both ways down the tunnel. Many cyclists don't 
slow down through the tunnel and seem to expect pedestrians to give way give way. Many don't have bells to pedestrians they are coming either.  
Has the rule against cycling ever been enforced in the tunnel? Rather than give in to rule breaking cyclists, enforce the rules. 
Yet again, Reading Borough Council is capitulating to the cyclist and ignoring pedestrians. I've been hit by cyclists on the pavements of Reading and 
trying to get the council or police to take action is a joke.  
Reading's pavements are generally unsafe for pedestrians. Cyclists are allowed to do what they like, when they like and the pedestrian gets pushed 
out as if they are an inconvenience.  
This measure is going to dissuade more people from walking in Reading and push them into vehicles, or force older peope to stay at home because 
they don't want to get broken bones from cyclists. Rather than spend money on rule breaking cyclists, spend it on protecting pedestrians from 
cyclists. 

OB 65.  Object Danger to pedestrians by irrresponsible cyclists in a confined space 

OB 66.  Object Whilst some cyclists take care to avoid vulnerable pavement/road users sadly not all do. It would be better to improve the cycling lanes on the 
roads around the station allowing cyclist to safely ride to/from caversham/reading. 
Money should also be invested to make walking/running safer and more accessible. 

OB 67.  Object A large number of cyclists already ignore existing recommendations in this space, with many traveling at an unsafe speed.   
The subway exits are both blind to oncoming traffic when turning right out of them, this raises serious concerns about collisions with vulnerable 
pedestrians. 
No ability to regulate the number, or speed of cyclists through this area, could make this hazardous to pedestrians, forcing them to seek alternate 
routes around the station. 
The ongoing redevelopment of the Station area, resulting in higher increased housing in this space, will equate to greater pedestrian demand in 
this section. 
Expanding existing bus lanes on either side of the station, including a cycle lane, would result in more efficient use of time and money. 

OB 68.  Object Cyclists already use the underpass and often at speeds which are hazardous to pedestrians, particularly those with mobility and/or sensory issues or 
accompanying young children. I have witnessed several near accidents. Sounds are amplified by the layout which also creates anxiety - approaching 
cyclists sound much louder than in the open. It is popular spot with skateboarders too and, again, the noise generated is significant and sometimes 
intimidating. I know people who avoid the walkway for these reasons. 
Whilst I welcome opportunities to for people to cycle more I suggest a dedicated lane is set aside for them in order to protect those on foot. 
Walking is also a legitimate alternative to taking the car. I also question whether having to walk a bike through this short section is really an 
inconvenience for cyclists? I think many people see it  it as a courtesy  to others. Plus, there is a pavement and steps at the other (town side) end 
so cyclist have to dismount then anyway. Perhaps skateboarders could be given a dedicate spot nearby to discourage them using this spot? 

OB 69.  Object Young children are vulnerable in this enclosed space. 
If they move suddenly without checking they could be hit. If this were at speed from behind then the consequences could be severe. 

OB 70.  Object I do not support this idea due to my experiences with cyclists using the tunnel today, despite not allowed. I find that most do not have a bell and 
come from behind you too fast. If they had their own lane that was not just a painted line on the floor that truly kept the cyclists and pedestrian 
apart then I maybe in more favor.  
In general reinforcing the use of bells using lights at night (front & back)  and more consideration of pedestrians by some cyclists would be a good 
thing, but appreciate not related to this request for feedback. 

OB 71.  Object Potential danger to pedestrians. Not wide enough for two way cycle and pedestrians 



OB 72.  Object The space is too narrow to be a shared space. Pedestrians should have priority.  
Even in the Netherlands where everyone cycles, the tunnels at railway stations are for pedestrians only.  
This feels like you can’t be bothered to police the situation. 

OB 73.  Object I never thought there should be bikes as they selfishly race through in an entitled way already.  You claim 24 h CCTV but I don't believe you have 
ever apprehended or prosecuted anyone for contravention. So even if you ban bikes when ceiling is raised, it won't make any difference.  I have 
never seen a person dismount and push currently. It is disgraceful that the tunnel has been in such a disgusting state for years. I think the 
consultation is a pointless sham. 

OB 74.  Object Heavens why, why why would the Council even consider agreeing to cycling through the underpass.  The cyclist that currently break the restriction 
are a menace to all pedestrians.  Also skateboarders use this space in a very dangerous way. 
Cyclists should dismount or use existing roads. 
Try walking over the Thames pedestrian bridge at commuter times!! 

OB 75.  Object The prohibition is not effective at present at all, and cyclists regularly use the underpass at speeds which make it uncomfortable as pedestrians in 
such a confined space.  
Legalising the use can only make it worse 

OB 76.  Object Unsafe for pedestrians as cyclists will be across the underpass 

OB 77.  Object As a disabled person I have been robbed by thieves on bicycles previosuly. Since I will rely on the subway to go to and from my home, this will 
effectively confine me to my home. 

OB 78.  Object Cyclists ride through recklessly making it difficult for all pedestrians but especially those with sight and hearing loss, wheelchair users and anyone 
with wheeled luggage.  Making it cycle/pedestrian will be ignored.  E scooters, bikes makes it difficult enough anyway being soundless.  Even hard 
of hearing will not hear cyclists coming from behind them.  Those with assistance dogs can’t instantly react to speeding bikes. 

OB 79.  Object It is I believe a Pedestrian Tunnel. There are a choice of roads leading north to South. I believe cyclists are permitted to cycle on the highways. 

OB 80.  Object The subway is too narrow for both pedestrians and cyclists. There are already cyclists who travel through there at a fast rate, despite current 
prohibitions. It presents a danger to young children the elderly and those of a nervous disposition. 

OB 81.  Object This will be too dangerous for pedestrians. Even though cycling is currently illegal here many still cycle and many show no regard for pedestrians 

OB 82.  Object My children and I walk through the tunnel almost daily.  Though the tunnel is currently only meant to be used by pedestrians, it is already too 
narrow for the amount of traffic.  On weekends, it is also full of skate boarders, and no one patrols/reinforces rules there.  Unless there is a 
dedicated bike lane or the tunnel is widened, bicycles will present a risk of injury to anyone using the tunnel, including kids and elderly people, 
particularly because of aggressive cyclists or bicycle food delivery services, trying to speed through because they are in a hurry.  People could also 
seriously get hurt with e-bikes.  I would be very concerned about my children’s safety, if this change went ahead. 

OB 83.  Object I walk through the subway quite often and don’t feel particularly safe while doing do. Cyclists use it all the time - no one stops them. I often feel 
that someone on a bike could grab my bag as they speed past,  I shift my bag to the shoulder nearest the wall before I walk through. 
Speed of cyclists is also an issue, a small child or an elderly person could easily be knocked down by a speeding cyclist. There are many careful and 
diligent cyclists but many aren’t. 
Allow cycling if you wish but provide a designated space - with barriers to keep cyclists and pedestrians apart. The best solution would be to create 
a new tunnel for the cyclists. Speeding bikes and pedestrians don’t mix. 

OB 84.  Object The tunnel is too narrow to accommodate both cyclists and pedestrians moving in both directions. Pedestrians (particularly those of us with 
disabilities) will end up being intimidated by fast and aggressive cyclists, just like we do on other shared paths. Encourage cyclists to use a longer 
way around! 

OB 85.  Object It is a narrow passage and cyclists already speed down it weaving in and out of pedestrians. 
The one way system is good and should remain. 
Current prohibition of cycling should be reinforced, not relaxed. 



OB 86.  Object The sub-way is too narrow for bikes to be segregated from pedestrians. it is a recipe for collisions between bikes and pedestrians. Very few cyclist 
have bells on their bikes to warn you of their approach not to mention e-bikes and I expect silent e- scooters although illegal would be using it as 
well. There is also the possibility of muggings by  cyclists. 

OB 87.  Object Walking through the subway I have encountered near misses with cyclists who weave in and out of the two lanes. As an older person, I do  feel 
vulnerable walking in the underpass, particularly as I cannot hear cyclists approaching me. The current prohibition of cycling needs to be 
reinforced not abandoned. 
I hope you will take my views into account. 
With thanks 

OB 88.  Object Cyclists already cycle through and ignore the signs. Most have no regard for pedestrians and ride to fast and reckless (with the delivery riders the 
worst culprits). I am actually a cyclist myself and I do not have a problem with pushing my bike through so that everyone can use the space safely 
and sensibly. I actually assumed that the ban was for this purpose and am very surprised that it was only the ceiling height that facilitated the ban. 
Please keep the ban in place! 

OB 89.  Object Using the subway a lot, even with the ban, I’ve nearly been knocked flying by cyclists coming through the blind endings of the walkway at speed. 
For them it’s not excessively fast, but if you’re on foot and have them racing towards you suddenly, it’s very scary. 
Lifting the ban is going to make it much less safe to use for walking and so encourage use of the dodgy path under the railway on either side of the 
station. I can’t imagine it will result in positive outcomes. 

OB 90.  Object It's the main wallk route into town from caversham buses and from caversham.  I find cyclists to be quite inconsiderate towards pedestrians.  
Unless there is safe segretion between cyclists and pedestrians this will deter mecand my wife from venturing in. (We are pensioners) 

OB 91.  Object Firstly, cyclists already cycle through freely because the order is not enforced. Secondly, it's incredibly dangerous, there isn't enough width for 
cyclists to properly avoid pedestrians. Third, how is improving the ceiling going to make it any safer for people?! 

OB 92.  Object From a point of view of a pedestrian, the proposal to allow cycling through this tunnel sounds scary and dangerous. As a pedestrian I'm being 
disrespected frequently on Reading's pavements already. Add to that the new, high-powered, and fast electric "cycles" that are motor scooters in 
all but name. With the proposal going forward, these would speed through this tunnel too. Altogether, I cannot see a sensible way for cyclists and 
pedestrians to share this narrow tunnel. 
Please don't push the walking citizens out! 

OB 93.  Object I think that if cyclists can ride their bikes through the underpass this will encourage handbags snatches and crime. There will also be more 
accidents as cyclists are not always considerate to pedestrians. Cyclists and people on motorised scooters are already a danger to pedestrians on 
footpaths and pavements around the streets. 

OB 94.  Object I object purely on ground of pedestrian safety. The council is also allowing this underpass to be used as a skate board park. I really don't 
understand what they are thinking. 

OB 95.  Object Pedestrians are in danger when cyclists are given extra rights without responsibility. Cycling without lights, often while using a phone, seems to 
have become a right and such cyclists are a danger to themselves and others. Walking through the underpass does not seem unreasonable. 

OB 96.  Object Many cyclists are already using the tunnel in a very aggressive and inconsiderate manner, particularly Deliveroo riders. There are also safety issues 
with skateboarders. The existing ban needs to be actually enforced. There isn't enough room for cyclists and pushchairs or wheelchairs.  
It's a pity a proper cycling solution wasn't built in the first place but painting a few lines to do the job on the cheap won't work. It will make the 
tunnel unusable for pedestrians. 

OB 97.  Object Cyclists will ignore any ban, so I hope a physical barrier will be in place. 

OB 98.  Object I am willing to support the proposal  if measures are taken to clearly separate cyclists and pedestrians using the subway. Without this precaution, 
allowing cyclists will significantly increase the risks to pedestrians, especially the more frail or young children - I have come across very few cyclists 
who ride on dual use cycle-pedestrian areas with any sign of being alert to the possible presence of vulnerable pedestrians.  
Whilst I understand the Council's desire to encourage cycling, all too often it seems to be  at the cost of making walking feel less safe. 

OB 99.  Object Any cycle path needs to be physically seperated from the pedestrian path with a fence  or barrier not just a line on a pavement. Cyclists and 
scateboarders are a danger to people especially those with vision impairment or family groups with young children. 



OB 100.  Object I have been in the subway when cyclists ride through..even though supposed to dismount, it is frightening. Cyclist believe they have right of way 
everywhere on shared areas. I have been bumped and shouted at and the only way to lessen this is for a ban on riding under the station. There is 
no reason they can't walk the short distance. I would ask if the 200000is good value for money. How many cyclists do you expect to use this return 
run idea. Please contain safe space for padestrians 

OB 101.  Object What is wrong with getting off a bike and walking through the tunnel? The speed some people ride their bikes is not safe so close to other 
pedestrians.  This is especially dangerous to the elderly. How is there going to be room for pedestrians and bicycles going in both directions? 

OB 102.  Object We walk through here all the time. We also walk a lot in Christchurch Meadows and in Hillls Meadow. Cyclists using shared paths do NOT respcet 
space/distance/speed with regard to pedestrians, dogs, or other persons using the shared facility. They cycle too fast and too close, ESPECIALLY 
Deliveroo/Uber Eats. And electric bikes and electric scooters behave even worse and so are even more dangerous. 
IF the tunnel could somehow be partitioned or segragated then perhaps it MIGHT work, but I suspect cyclists will just ignore any divisions or road 
markings anyway. 
If some form of speed reduction barriers or humps could be employed than maybe it might work. 

OB 103.  Object This is a well surfaced and lit passageway for pedestrians who feel safe walking through there and are unlikely to hear a bicycle approach on such a 
smooth surface. Parents walking children through the tunnel will have to restrict their child's freedom to stop and inspect something that takes 
their notice as now.  A notice that cyclist will be using the tunnel must be obvious to warn the unwary of the change otherwise I can foresee 
accidents particularly to children.  It used to be that a bicycle should have a method of telling pedestrians of their presence on a footpath.  Cyclist 
have considered this unnecessary  and relie on the pedestrian hearing their approach.  There is an occasional cyclist with consideration for others 
with bicycle bells or the use of their voice to let walkers know of their presence.  Walking under the other tunnel near Napier road  the path is not 
silky smooth so cyclists do not ride at speed there and the approach of a cycle is easier to hear. 

OB 104.  Object Cyclists are a hazard to vulnerable walkers such as myself-I walk slowly, often with the aid of a stick and cannot get out the way quickly. My 
experience of cyclists is that they pay little attention to anyone else in any shared space and behave as if they own it. This can make them more 
dangerous than they appear at fist sight (electric bikes and nscooters are a similar and in some cases worse hazard) Cyclists currently take little 
notice of restrictions including the one in the underpass as it stands. Enforcement? 

OB 105.  Object My wife had her handbag stolen by a cyclist who came up behind her on a footpath. That has coloured our views on using the longish subway for 
cyclists and pedestrians. Also many cyclists show little regard for pedestrians in "confined spaces" and expect pedestrians to get out of the way  
sometimes using a very "pushy" approach. 

OB 106.  Object I don't see how it would possibly be safe for pedestrians, unless the subway is going to be hugely widened. 

OB 107.  Object I really don't think this is worth spending £200,000 when the budget is so lean during a financial crisis just so cyclist can save a few minutes not 
having to dismount. Also how will the use of electric bikes /scooters or even motorbikes going through be managed so there are no injuries to 
pedestrians? 

OB 108.  Object Speeding cyclists dangerous to pedestrians 

OB 109.  Object Insufficient width for safe bi-directional pedestrian and cycle flows on the same level. 

OB 110.  Object Pedestrians, especially young and old should not be expected to share the same space as cyclists. You only need to carry out a simple risk 
assessment  to realise the problems involved and the accidents and injuries that will occur. Please let us all start to use our common sense when it 
comes to these issues. It should not need a consultation exercise to come up with a decision on these matters. 

OB 111.  Object The station subway is already too narrow as it is, I don’t think allowing cycling through it will be safe, especially for vulnerable pedestrians, prams, 
small children. 

OB 112.  Object Unless there is suitable barriers or speed restrictions protecting pedestrians then this is an unsafe move. Cyclists already pass through at speed 
without the need to dismount and they are able to unhindered. A limit of 6 mph and minimum spacing between pedestrians and cycles, mandating 
cycles to heed to pedestrians at all times. 

OB 113.  Object Even now cyclists ride through the tunnel and are an accident waiting to happen as it would all too easy for them to ride into the back of a 
pedestrian.  CCTV doesn’t seem much of a deterrent. I can only see the scheme working safely if there are dedicated cyclist and pedestrian lanes. 



OB 114.  Object Too many cycles are now powered by electric motors, they have become actual motor bikes. The majority of these bikes are owned and used by 
delivery people, there priority is to deliver their paid for order as quickly as possible, the subway provides a straight, convenient route between 
the north and south of the station. I am concerned that many cyclists will hurtle through at alarming speeds seeing it as some sort of velodrome, it 
seems impossible to prevent them going through red lights, and cycling on pavements, why provide them with a perfectly straight, pot hole free 
cycle motorway? 

OB 115.  Object Too dangerous. Too many cyclists ignore rules and travel too fast and without regard for pedestrians. If they want direct access through the subway 
they can dismount and walk their cycles through. 

OB 116.  Object I strongly object to cyclists being able to ride bikes through the underpass. This is because many do not ride responsibly, instead riding too fast and 
irregularly. This is dangerous to vision impaired people like myself, my wife and son, but also to the elderly, infirm and parents with children and 
pushchairs. The only way I could see this happening is if there was a physical barrier between pedestrians and cyclists. I’d be very worried about 
cyclists having free run through this subway. Thanks. 

OB 117.  Object It would be good if the subway could somehow become the only pedestrian route in Reading safe from cyclists. I walk through the subway quite 
frequently, and I don't hink I have seen any of the many cyclists using it dismount, because like everywhere else where cycling is "prohibited" no 
attempt is made to actually stop it. 

OB 118.  Object Bikes are already using the tunnel. It is supposed to be a pedestrian area where you can WALK. Bikes do not respect pedestrians, and this poses a 
danger, especially to children. 
THIS IS HAPPENING IN THE TOWN CENTRE TOO, where bikes are riding too fast among people. We already have a couple of incidents with small 
children where the bikes almost ran over our 2-year-old toddler. 
Enough bikes, enough Uber riders, riding electric bikes at 20mph. That should be prohibited! 

OB 119.  Object It's already hard to walk in such narrow space with bikes running over pedestrians. It makes a pleasant journey a stressful nightmare. 

OB 120.  Object Cyclists are currently already cycling through the subway. Unfortunately, many of them do so with no consideration for pedestrians. Allowing them 
to cycle through the subway will increase the chances of pedestrians being hurt due to their speed. 

OB 121.  Object Cyclists will race through with no concern for others. This is a very limited space and cyclists should be walking thru. They don’t at the moment 
and making it legit for them will mean pedestrians are unable to use safely and some may end up walking round maki g women especially more 
vulnerable to other attacks. Council needs to put proper thought and planning into creating cycle routes rather than just taking from Road and 
pedestrian users 

OB 122.  Object The route is too narrow to accommodate pedestrians and cyclist in two directions, particularly given the way some, albeit a minority of cyclists 
behave. 
While the proposal might improve the cycling route north/south, it would to the detriment of pedestrians 

OB 123.  Object the tunnel through is a dedicated pedestrian route and cycling through it would be dangerous for both the cyclists and pedestrians as it is not wide 
enough to accommodate both through the tunnel. 

OB 124.  Object As you'll know from CCTV the current prohibition is sometimes ignored, especially by youths. I don't know whether this includes the powered bikes 
that now plague the riverside paths between Caversham Bridge and Heron Island / Caversham Lock, but I'd fully expect them to turn up once the 
subway becomes an official route. 
Unless and until you can guarantee pedestrian safety from antisocial riding, this is just asking for trouble. 

OB 125.  Object Stop pampering to the TOny Page and cyclist lobby and protect pedestrians by enforcing the current rules of NO cycling through the subway. 

OB 126.  Object The subway is not wide enough to accommodate cyclists and pedestrians travelling in both directions.  It will endanger pedestrians. 
There is an existing, more direct cycle route connecting Caversham and the town centre: Caversham Road. 
The £200k spend on raising the ceiling of the subway is a ridiculous waste of money.  But this is a council that spent millions on "resurfacing" roads 
by skimming them with 12mm tarmac that has only lasted 12 months before breaking up - so I shouldn't be surprised. 



OB 127.  Object With the disregard for pedestrians and speed at which some cyclists go, there are bound to be accidents in such closed confines.  
Cyclists can walk their bicycles through the subway. That way, pedestrians will not need to keep looking  over their shoulders for oncoming high 
speed cyclists. 

OB 128.  Object It’s hardly a problem for cyclists to walk through the subway, just as they must walk across pedestrian crossings and footbridges.  The problem is 
that no matter how carefully some, or even most, cyclists plan to ride through such a tight space - it will always be pedestrians who run the risk of 
coming off worst when collisions occur.   Even when subways are well lit and well maintained, pedestrian users often experience some cautious 
nervousness when using them, so worrying about sharing a narrowed space with cycle users is likely to heighten anxiety. 

OB 129.  Object Please do not spend £200k on a foot tunnel beneath a railway. People cycle along it anyway. I’m sure the council have something better to spend 
this money on. 

OB 130.  Object I work for GWR, the Rail Operator and I live in Caversham. I think I use this subway 500 times every year. I have nearly been hit by cyclists 
numerous times. The cyclists you have in mind are probably decent people but the ones who have nearly killed me are the scumbags who beg and 
harass people at the southern entrance of the station.  Improve the subway and then enforce the cycling ban. Any decent cyclist would surely not 
object to dismounting for 150 metres.  Also, get rid of the skateboarders, who smash the ground tiles and create deafening noise and intimidate 
people. 

OB 131.  Object bicycles are already ridden through the subway; a particular danger to the young, the infirm and the elderly. Unfortunately there does not seem to 
be any enforcement of the present stricture; no cycling. 

OB 132.  Object Unfortunately not all cyclists are considerate of pedestrians so unless you can construct a cycleway such that cyclists cannot ride on pedestrian 
areas I do not support this 

OB 133.  Object You actually state in your press release that the tunnel is narrower than the guidelines suggest for allowing cyclists use it and that the ceilings are 
too low. 
I walked through this tunnel twice yesterday (9 February) and was almost run over by a cyclist racing through it on their bike and also groups of 
people heading to lunchbreaks filled the tunnel which left no room for cyclists. 
How far do you intend to raise the ceilings tiles (the lower sections are actually under the rail tracks and you would only be able to raise these by a 
few inches - nowhere near enough)! 
Please, please give some space for pedestrians to be able to feel safe without the thought of having to dodge cyclists or e-scooters.  As it is too 
narrow and too low, why on earth are you even considering allowing cyclists to use this tunnel when there are other perfectly usable routes 
(Vastern Road/Caversham Road) available. 
Also, you say there is 24 hour CCTV - have you actually used this to see what the issues are/deal with any cyclists who are breaking the law by 
ignoring the no cycling signs? 
There is a perfectly usable cycle route on the wide pavements on Vastern Road and around the roundabout for cyclists to use, so why not give 
pedestrians a chance to walk around safely. 

OB 134.  Object Pedestrians and mounted cyclists are not a good mix because of the risk of collisions and possible serious injury hence the general exclusion of 
cyclists from pedestrianised  areas nationwide. In the underpass the close proximity would increase the risk and I cannot see any reason why 
cyclists should not continue to dismount and walk the short distance. 

OB 135.  Object Cycling was forbidden for a reason - to keep pedestrians safe. I can't see why that needs to change. 

OB 136.  Object I don't think shared pedestrian/cycle use is safe, particularly for more elderly pedestrians who may not hear bikes coming from behind and step in 
front of them.  I think it is safer for cyclists to have to dismount in the subway. If there are two separate spaces clearly marked for pedestrians and 
cyclists that might work but not sure the underpass is wide enough for this. 

OB 137.  Object I object to the proposal to make the Station Hill subway shared use between pedestrians and cyclists, and inevitably, electric scooters, because it 
is too narrow. On the roads motorists are required by law to pass cyclists no closer than 1.5 meters, I'm seldom given this by the many 
cyclists/electric scooters who illegally pass me when I walk on the borough's pavements and unlike in the Netherlands, where pedestrians/ cyclists 
often share the same space, they do not ring bells to warn you when they approach from behind. Most importantly, in this age of health and safety 
and expensive personal injury claims, cyclists in the UK are not required to have third party insurance, therefore when there is a collision and the 



pedestrian is injured and requires for example expensive corrective dental treatment who would pay?  
Reading Borough Council (its council taxpayers)? perhaps those RBC councilors, who want this change, should be personally liable. Yes I accept that 
cyclists are more vulnerable on the borough's roads but is it any more dangerous than it is for motorcyclists, who seldom complain about it and 
generally where a safety helmet and have lights on at night and stop at red traffic lights. In conclusion if the subway is not to be widened as seems 
likely, then I would suggest the subway remains pedestrian use only, and yes cyclists will still ride along it, but they know they would be in breech 
of the law, so most would proceed with more caution than they would if it were shared access. I notice that where cyclists are permitted to ride on 
the borough's pavements  they are as impatient to pass 'slow moving' pedestrians as motorists are to pass 'slower moving' bicycles. In Reading it is 
more hazardous  to walk on the pavements than it is to cross a road, very different from Oxford, Henley, Bracknell, Newbury, Maidenhead, even 
central London where it isn't such a noticable problem. Provide more on road cycle lanes even if it means reducing space for motor vehicles. 

OB 138.  Object 1)  Safety:  If cyclists ride through the Station Subway, rather than dismounting and walking, they must be cordoned off by a substantial barrier, 
because pedestrians (and their dogs) do not know when there is a bike (or electric scooter) overtaking them from behind, and might make sudden 
sideways movements right into the path of a speeding bike, and sustain serious injuries.  Cyclists never have bells on their bikes nowadays 
(regardless of whether it is the law or not), and even if they do, they hardly ever ring them to let pedestrians know they are coming (as I have 
experienced time and time again ... I have often been surprised and frightened by electric scooters on the pavements, which whizz past at speed).    
Perhaps a campaign insisting that cyclists have bells, and use them, would be a good idea for Reading Council. 
2)   Theft:   If thieves ride through the tunnel on bikes or electric scooters, they can steal bags from people's shoulders and ride away within 
seconds.  So they do need to be separated from the pedestrians, and (very obvious) CCTV should be installed, as a deterrent.  People are usually 
about to travel on a train, so they may be carrying a lot of money and identity items, which thieves would target. 

OB 139.  Object It is not wide enough for two way bicycle traffic and pedestrians. I would expect collisions.The height of the ceiling seems irrelevant.Bicycles could 
easily be pushed through the subway. 

OB 140.  Object  Yet anothert cycle route to be shared with pedestrians? No thank you. 
As an elderly slightly handicapped lady shred pathways are really scary, especially when cyclists come up fast from behind.  I no longer walk across 
the Milienium Bridge, and associated paths in Cavrsham parks  because it it simply too dangerous for me. My Husband is very deaf and has no 
chance of hearing bikes approaching from behind.  Hardly any use a bell, some just shout, and if the person is deaf it is impossible. And how many 
of these racers have insurance cover? 
Back to the railway tunnel : I imagine it will become a race track for kids!  Is it really too much to ask cyclists - fit people on the whole - to 
continue to dismount and actally walk through?  Of course not.And will the tunnel be monitored with CCTV? 

OB 141.  Object  Cycling on pavements and other areas used by pedestrians is very dangerous; the problem is, it is not enforced and when we try ( politely) to ask 
cyclists to dismount, we are mostly subjected to abuse. The subway “no cycling” signs are far too small so many cyclists are not aware they are not 
supposed to cycle there. Indeed, illegal electric scooters also shoot through there. It isn’t good enough to change laws just because it means you 
don’t have yo enforce them 

OB 142.  Object There were 2 subways alongside each other before the station was rebuilt, one for passengers to move between platforms and exit to the bus 
stations, Friar Street and public toilets, and the other for post and for luggage. The current subway is presumably one of those subways; with the 
other one disused.  It could also be brought back into use in some form, perhaps to avoid the long escalators to the platforms.  There are also 
emergency exits at the ends of the platforms that appear to go down to more subways.If cycling were allowed in the subway, cycles must be 
subject to a speed limit of about walking pace.  I prefer to walk through the subway instead of the pavements in the bridges at both ends of the 
station, which give me vertigo.  Like other pedestrians, I have nearly been mown down in Broad Street and on pavements. 

OB 143.  Object  Cyclists in numbers in this confined space would be a dangerous menace.  They can walk through like anyone else 
This would be true even if they could be counted on yo act responsibly.   But we see far too many examples in central Reading particularly of 
irresponsible cycling and (illegal) e-cycling.as well as defiance of traffic regulations by them. 
Use of this subway must be kept entirely for people on foot. 

 




